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Appendix 1: Objection Letter to CPO   
(Roger Hannah & Co) 

  



 

The Secretary of State for Transport 
Department of Transport 
National Transport Casework Team 
Tyneside House 
Skinnerburn Road 
Newcastle Business Park 
Newcastle Upon Tyne 
NE4 7AR 

 
 
 
 
            Our ref:                     MG0536 
                  
                                        
         Please reply to:       Manchester 

 
Via Post and Email: natinoalcasework@dft.gsi.gov.uk 

 
 
30 January 2014 

 
Dear Sirs 
 
Re: The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport (Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport 
A555 Classified Road) (Side Roads) Compulsory Purchase Order 2013 
Claimants: Mr P. R. Holmes, Moorend Farm, Woodford. Plot 39, Moorend Farm. Plot 38 
Woodford Road. 
Mrs B. E. Holmes, Moorend Farm, Woodford. 
 
We act on behalf of the above Claimants in respect to the aforementioned Compulsory 
Purchase Order being promoted by The Metropolitan Borough Council of Stockport under 
Section 8, 239, 240, 246, 250 and 260 of the Highways Act 1980. 
 
We can confirm that our clients wish to oppose The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport 
(Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport A555 Classified Road) (Side Roads) Compulsory 
Purchase Order 2013. We would be grateful if you could accept this letter as an objection on 
their behalf. 
 
In preparing this objection we have been mindful of the Statement of Reasons set out by The 
Metropolitan Borough Council of Stockport as justification for the making of the proposed 
Order. In summary, the grounds of objection are as follows: 
 
1. The Justification for the Scheme 
 

i. Congestion 
 
The Statement of Reasons continually refers to the congestion which is currently 
experienced within the SEMMMS area. The Statement of Reasons states in Section 
3: Need for the Relief Road that “there is no direct east-west transport link through 
South East Greater Manchester and East Cheshire”, which is contributing “to 
congestion on a number of major and minor roads” resulting in an “overwhelming case 
to reduce congestion” (Paragraph 3.2 - 3.4). 
 
It is stated in paragraph 19.1 that a “robust, detailed and extensive traffic modelling of 
the scheme” has been undertaken which “has identified a reduction in the level of 
traffic in almost all areas”. No further information is provided to quantify this traffic 
reduction. As reducing congestion is one of the key justifications of the scheme, this is 
a critical point. In addition, we request further information as to the areas which will 
not benefit from traffic reduction as a result of the scheme and confirmation that these 
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areas will not be adversely affected. It is also noted in paragraph 21.8 that in some 
instances “driver stress would increase along certain sections of the strategic network 
due to high traffic flow and reduced speeds resulting in delays”. This increase in traffic 
conflicts with one of the overarching objectives of the scheme to “reduce congestion” 
(Paragraph 4). Paragraph 21.8 also states that local traffic in some areas would 
experience an increase in driver stress. Our clients are greatly concerned that this 
could lead to an increase in road traffic accidents. Information is requested to 
demonstrate the Council have given this due consideration including measures which 
will be put in place to prevent accidents.  
 

ii. Generation of Economic Growth 
 
In Section 4: Relief Road Objectives of the Statement of Reasons it is stated that an 
objective of the relief road is to “increase employment and generate economic growth” 
through “improved connectivity from and between Manchester Airport, local, town and 
district centres, and key areas of development and regeneration (e.g. Manchester 
Airport Enterprise Zone)”.  
 
Our concern relates to the widespread criticisms which Enterprise Zones have 
attracted including them being “ineffective at stimulating sustainable economic growth 
in depressed areas” (The Work Foundation, February 2011). One of the key 
weaknesses of Enterprise Zones is that they do “very little to promote lasting 
economic prosperity” (The Work Foundation, February 2011). 
 
One of the key issues relating to the successful long term economic growth of this 
area is the challenge of both attracting and retaining new businesses. Enterprise 
Zones can stimulate rapid short term investment but there is evidence to suggest this 
is followed by “a long term reversal back into depression” (The Work Foundation, 
February 2011). 
 
We would request further information from the Local Authority demonstrating how 
they intend to ensure the economic growth of the wider area, with due consideration 
having been given to the general criticisms which Enterprise Zones in particular have 
attracted.  The Local Authority should also demonstrate what else they intend to do to 
both attract and, of critical importance, retain, new businesses within this area.  
Without further comprehensive evidence detailing how new businesses will be 
attracted and retained within the area, it is difficult to accept the justification for the 
subject Scheme.   
 

iii. Job Creation 
 
The road relief scheme also has the objective to “promote fairness through job 
creation and the regeneration of local communities” by “reducing severance and 
improving accessibility to, from and between key centres of economic and social 
activity” (Paragraph 4).  
 
With regards Enterprise Zone’s specifically, it has been criticised that most jobs they 
create are displaced from other areas – “evidence from previous Enterprise Zones 
suggest that up to 80% of the jobs they create are taken from other places” (The Work 
Foundation, February 2011).  In order to successfully regenerate the area as a whole, 
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it is of paramount importance that the Local Authority take steps to ensure this does 
not happen.  
 
As a wider point, and irrespective of the Enterprise Zone status, it is important for the 
Local Authority to also have measures in place to ensure that jobs created are not 
simply absorbed by non-locals. 
 

2. Impacts of the Scheme 
 

i. Increased Traffic Noise 
 
It is noted that “the Environmental Impact (EIA) has demonstrated that there would be 
an increase in traffic related noise at the majority of sensitive receptors” (Paragraph 
22.1). Paragraph 22.3 states that there are 55 residential properties that would 
potentially need insulation in accordance with the Noise Insulation Regulations 1975. 
Further information is requested regarding those properties that will be affected by an 
increase in traffic related noise and confirmation that there is a scheme in place to 
provide any additional insulation required.  

 
ii. Emission and Air Quality  

 
Paragraph 3.2 of the Statement of Reasons states that the lack of direct East-West 
transport link through South East Greater Manchester and East Cheshire is 
contributing to congestion on a number of major and minor roads which in turn affects 
air quality. Despite the aim of the relief road to decrease these emissions paragraph 
23.2 states that an assessment has demonstrated that the relief road is expected to 
result in a small increase in regional emissions. In fact in paragraph 23.3 states that 
“overall the relief road impact on air quality is significant”. 
 
This decrease in air quality across certain areas of the scheme is a concern as it will 
be damaging to the local environment and the residents located in these areas. 
Please could you provide details of which sensitive receptors will experience 
“significant adverse air quality impacts” (Paragraph 23.3). 
 

iii. Loss of Open Space, Recreational areas and Agricultural Land 
 
“The Relief Road corridor comprises open space and broader countryside. The land 
use pattern is mainly agricultural land, with recreational and sports areas, institutional 
grounds, residential, and industrial and commercial land uses” (Paragraph 20.5). It is 
a concern that the Relief Road will have a great impact upon Open Space within the 
area. This decrease in countryside and increase in emissions will be damaging to the 
local environment. It is also a concern that the Relief Road affects a number of 
recreational grounds, such as Moorend Golf Course, Styal Golf Course and Woodford 
Recreation Ground. Our client feels that it is not in the public’s interest to decrease the 
amount of open space and recreational amenities within the area. 
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3. Extent of Land Take 
 

Our client considers that an excessive land take has been proposed by the local 
authority over and above their requirement for the scheme. If the Compulsory 
Purchase Order is confirmed we would request that the land take is altered to remove 
land to the north and south of the road line. By amending the land take my client has 
a better prospect of presenting his golf course albeit a significantly reduced course. 

 
4. The Funding for the Scheme 

 
The Statement of Reasons summarised breakdown of costs and funding for the relief 
road in paragraph 24.1 is outdated. The cost analysis that has been undertaken is 
based on Q2 2010 prices which are nearly four years out of date. They also exclude 
allowances for inflation and risk. This is a concern as newer research has not been 
undertaken to quantify costs taking into account present day pricing. Further details 
are required to provide comfort that the Local Authority has factored in present day 
pricing and has sufficient funding in place in order to deliver the proposed Scheme. 
 

5. CPO – The Last Resort 
 

As referred to in Paragraph 28.22, the ODPM Circular 06/2004 advises that a 
Compulsory Purchase Order should only be made where there is a compelling case in 
the Public interest to do so. We would question whether it is actually in the public’s 
interest for this scheme to be authorised. 
 
We would also argue that approaches to date have been insufficient to justify the 
makings of the Compulsory Purchase Order. The use of Compulsory Purchase Order 
powers in all cases should be a position of last resort. This has not been 
demonstrates in respect to our clients interest.  

 
In conclusion, there is “no compelling case in the public interest” as required by National 
Policy to acquire the objectors’ land. 
 
The above represents our Clients’ objection to the aforementioned Compulsory Purchase 
Order. We reserve the right to add to or expand our Clients’ case upon sight of further 
evidence and information being made by the Acquiring Authority. 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
 
Simon Cook BSc (Hons) MRICS 
Director 
 
Direct Line: 0161 817 3390 
E-mail:  simoncook@roger-hannah.co.uk 
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SQUIRE
SANDERS

23 May 2014

By post and email (nationalcasework®dft.gsi.gov.uk)

The Secretary of State for Transport
Department for Transport
National Transport Case Work Team
Tyneside House
Skinnerburn Road
Newcastle Business Park
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
NE4 7AR

Dear Sirs

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

Trinity Court

16 John Dalton Street

Manchester

M60 81-IS

United Kingdom

DX 14347 Manchester 1

O +44 161 8305000

F +44 161 8305001

squiresanders.com

Matthew Collings

T +44 161 8305251

DF +448704582422

matthew.collings@squiresanders.com

Our ref MC16/HOL.457-1

The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport (Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport A555
Classified Road) (Side Roads) Compulsory Purchase Order 2013 ("the Order")
Our Client: Mr P R Holmes, Moorend Farm, 177 Woodford Road, Bramhall, SK7 1QE
Plot Nos: 5/7,6/7A, 5/7B,5/7C,5/7D,5/7E,5/7F,5/7G, 5/7H,5/7I,5/7J, 5/7K, 5/71. & 5/7M

We act for Mr and Mrs Holmes, whose address is at Moorend Farm, 181 Woodford Road,
Bramhall, SK7 1QE. As you will be aware, Mr and Mrs Holmes have previously submitted an
objection to the Order under cover of a letter from Messrs Roger Hannah & Co, dated 30
January 2014. This letter supplements the grounds of objection set out in that letter.

The Order, if approved by the Secretary of State for Transport, will authorise the compulsory
acquisition of our client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D of the Order Land ("the Exchange
Land") for the purposes of providing land to replace land forming part of an Open Space in
accordance with the requirements of the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 ("the 1981 Act").

As you will be aware, our clients own Moorend Golf Club and the compulsory acquisition of
plots 5/7A and 5/7D for the provision of the Exchange Land will have a significant impact on
our client's ability to properly operate and manage the golf course.

The area of open space included within the Order Land comprises Plots 5/1, 5/1A, 511B,
5/1C, 5/1D, 5/1E, 5/1F, 6/1H, 6/11 and 6/1J ("the Open Space Land") which consists of land
and gardens forming part of Woodford Recreational Ground.

Importantly, the area of Open Space Land comprised within the Order amounts to 9,195
square metres and the area of Exchange Land (all of which is owned by our clients) amounts
to 16,990 square metres.

39 Offices in 19 Countries

Squire Sanders is the trade name of Squire Sanders (UK) LLP, a Limited Liability Partnership registered in England and Wales with number OC
335584 authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of the members and their professional qualifications is open to
inspection at 7 Devonshire Square, London, EC2M 4YFI. The status "partner" denotes either a member or an employee or consultant who has
equivalent standing and qualifications.

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP is part of the international legal practice Squire Sanders which operates worldwide through a number of separate legal
entities.

Please visit squiresanders.com for more information.
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444 1,iY IN PEOPLENaakeWmgemmtStandad
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SQUIRE
SANDERS

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

The Secretary of State for Transport
National Transport Case Work Team
23 May 2014

Paragraphs 29.3 — 29.6 of the Statement of Reasons that accompanies the Order sets out
the Acquiring Authority's position in respect of "Exchange Land". It states (inter alia):

"29.3 As part of the proposed development, an area of 7,442 square metres at
Woodford Recreation Ground currently used for public recreation would be
lost due to the construction of the exit slip road heading east on the A555 as it
approaches Woodford Road, Bramhall although it has been possible through
design refinement to reduce the extent of the loss of open space in order to
maintain the loss of open space in order to maintain the use of the existing
football pitches located nearby. This loss of existing open space land is
proposed to be replaced with a new area of land measuring 17,201 square
metres, which is located approximately 250 metres east (of where?) and
bounded by the proposed new relief road and the rear of the properties on
Albany Road, Woodford."

It is noted that the Acquiring Authority's recently published Statement of Case states, at
paragraph 30.1, that the areas of Open Space and Exchange Land amount to 7,442 square
metres and 16,722 square metres, respectively. Notwithstanding the obvious inconsistency
with regard to the size of the areas of Open Space and Exchange Land referred to in the
Order Schedule; Statement of Reasons; and, Statement of Case (for which no explanation is
offered), it is evident that no attempt whatsoever has been made by the Acquiring Authority
within the Statement of Reasons, or elsewhere, to explain or justify why such a large area of
exchange land is required to replace the lost open space.

Our client's have now been served with Notice by the Acquiring Authority, in respect of its
Application to the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government for a Certificate
pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of the 1981 Act ("the Application"). We have attached a letter to the
National Planning Case Work Unit of even date requesting that the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government refuses that Application.

As you will be aware, where an application for a certificate is made pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of
the 1981 Act, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government in deciding
whether to issue such a certificate, must be satisfied (inter alia) that:-

"there has been given or will be given in exchange for such land, other land, not
being less in area and being equally advantageous to the persons, if any, entitled to
rights of common or other rights, and to the public...."

Thus, there are two limbs to the test that the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government must turn his mind to where a certificate is sought pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of the
1981 Act:- (i) that the exchange land must be no less in area than the order land; and, (ii)
must be equally advantageous to any persons entitled to rights of common or to other rights,
and to the public.

In short, the principle to applied by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government in deciding whether to grant a certificate under s.19(1)(a) of the 1981 Act is one
of equivalence.

2
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SQUIRE 1
SANDERS

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

The Secretary of State for Transport
National Transport Case Work Team
23 May 2014

On this basis, in circumstances where the size of the area of exchange land exceeds the
size of the area of open space that is taken by such a considerable amount very clear
justification must be given by the Acquiring Authority as to the reasons why such a
significantly larger area of exchange land is being acquired. In this instance, no such
justification has been provided.

In preparing this supplementary letter of objection we have had regard to paragraphs 17 and
18 of ODPM Circular 06/2004: Compulsory Purchase and the Crichel Down Rules. These
paragraphs state (inter alia) that:-

"17. A compulsory purchase order should only be made where there is a
compelling case in the public interest. An Acquiring Authority should be sure
that the purposes for which it is making a compulsory purchase order
sufficiently justify interfering with the human rights of those with an interest in
the land affected. Regard should be had, in particular, to the provisions of
Article 1 of the First Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights
and, in the case of a dwelling, Article 8 of the Convention.

18. The confirming Minister has to be able to take a balanced view between the
intentions of the acquiring authority and the concerns of those whose interest
in land it is proposed to acquire compulsorily."

In our view, no justification whatsoever has been provided by the Acquiring Authority as to
why such a significantly large area of Exchange Land is required in this instance. Further,
there appears to have been no assessment undertaken by the Acquiring Authority as to
whether any alternative areas of land could be provided by way of exchange land that would
avoid the need to compulsorily acquire or client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D. It should
be noted that our clients, acting through Messrs Roger Hannah & Co, have previously
written to the Acquiring Authority in respect of both of these concerns though the Acquiring
Authority appears either unable or unwilling to provide a substantive response.

In light of the above, neither we, nor the Secretary of State for Transport, are able to form a
balanced or properly informed view as to whether there is a compelling case in the public
interest for the compulsory acquisition of our client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D of the
Order Land. Consequently, we do not accept that the proposed compulsory powers of
acquisition can be regarded as proportionate in the circumstances and we would
respectively request that the Secretary of State for Transport does not confirm the Order
insofar as it applies to our client's interests in the Order Land.

Please note that we reserve the right to make further representations in relation to the Order
or expand upon our grounds of objection, should our client deem this necessary.

We would be grateful if you could acknowledge safe receipt of this letter at your earliest
convenience.
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SQUIRE
SANDERS

Yours faithfully

Squire anders (UK) LLP

cc. The National Planning Case Work Unit
cc. John Hill, Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

The Secretary of State for Transport
National Transport Case Work Team
23 May 2014
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SQUIRE C.
SANDERS

23 May 2014

By post and email

The National Planning Case Work Unit
5 St Phillips Place
Colmore Row
Birmingham
B3 2PW

Dear Sirs

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

Trinity Court

16 John Dalton Street

Manchester

M60 8HS

United Kingdom

DX 14347 Manchester 1

0 +44 161 8305000

F +44 161 8305001

squiresanders.com

Matthew Collings

T +44 161 8305251

DF +448704582422

matthew.collings@squiresanders.com

Our ref MC16/HOL.457-1

Your ref NPCU/S19/C4235/73168

The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport (Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport A555
Classified Road) Compulsory Purchase Order 2013 ("the Order")
Application for a Certificate pursuant to Section 19(1)(a) Acquisition of Land Act 1981
to acquire land to replace public open space needed for the proposed A6 to
Manchester Airport Relief Road ("the Application")
Our Client: Mr & Mrs Holmes of Moorend Farm, Woodford Road, Woodford, Stockport

We act for Mr and Mrs Holmes, whose address is at Moorend Farm, 181 Woodford Road,
Bramhall, SK7 1QE.

Our clients have been served with Notice by Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council ("the
Acquiring Authority") in respect of its Application to the Secretary of State for Communities
and Local Government for a Certificate pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of the Acquisition of Land Act
1981 ("the 1981 Act"). The Application is being made in order to facilitate the construction of
a new relief road which proposal underpins the Order.

We are instructed to submit an objection to the Application on behalf of Mr & Mrs Holmes
upon the principal grounds set out below.

By way of background, Mr and Mrs Holmes have submitted an objection to the Order under
cover of a letter from Messrs Roger Hannah & Co, dated 30 January 2014. A subsequent
letter of objection from Messrs Squire Sanders, dated 23 May 2014 has also now been
submitted to the Secretary of State for Transport. Copies of both of these letters of objection
are attached for ease of reference.

The Order, if approved by the Secretary of State for Transport, will authorise the compulsory
acquisition of our client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D of the Order Land. These plots
comprise the area of exchange land that is sought in order to provide land to replace the
land forming part of an open space to which the Application relates ("the Exchange Land").

39 Offices in 19 Countries

Squire Sanders is the trade name of Squire Sanders (UK) LLP, a Limited Liability Partnership registered in England and Wales with number OC

335584 authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of the members and their professional qualifications is open to

inspection at 7 Devonshire Square, London, EC2M 4`0-1. The status "partner denotes either a member or an employee or consultant who has

equivalent standing and qualifications.

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP is part of the international legal practice Squire Sanders which operates worldwide through a number of separate legal
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SQUIRE:
SANDERS

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

The National Planning Case Work Unit
23 May 2014

Our clients own Moorend Golf Club and the provision of exchange land comprising plots
5/7A and 5/7D will have a significant impact on our client's ability to properly operate and
manage the golf course.

The area of open space included within the Order and the Application comprises Plots 5/1,
5/1A, 511B, 5/1C, 5/1D, 5/1E, 5/1F, 6/1H, 6/11 and 6/1J ("the Open Space Land") which
consists of land and gardens forming part of Woodford Recreational Ground.

Importantly, the area of Open Space Land comprised within the Order amounts to 9,195
square metres and the area of Exchange Land (all of which is owned by our clients) amounts
to 16,990 square metres.

Paragraphs 29.3 — 29.6 of the Statement of Reasons that accompanies the Order sets out
the Acquiring Authority's position in respect of "Exchange Land". It states (inter alia):

"29.3 As part of the proposed development, an area of 7,442 square metres at
Woodford Recreation Ground currently used for public recreation would be
lost due to the construction of the exit slip road heading east on the A555 as it
approaches Woodford Road, Bramhall although it has been possible through
design refinement to reduce the extent of the loss of open space in order to
maintain the loss of open space in order to maintain the use of the existing
football pitches located nearby. This loss of existing open space land is
proposed to be replaced with a new area of land measuring 17,201 square
metres, which is located approximately 250 metres east (of where?) and
bounded by the proposed new relief road and the rear of the properties on
Albany Road, Woodford."

It is noted that the Acquiring Authority's recently published Statement of Case states, at
paragrapgh 30.1, that the areas of Open Space and Exchange Land amount to 7,442 square
metres and 16,722 square metres, respectively. Notwithstanding the obvious inconsistency
with regard to the size of the areas of Open Space and Exchange Land referred to in the
Order Schedule; Statement of Reasons; and, Statement of Case (for which no explanation is
offered), it is evident that no attempt whatsoever has been made by the Acquiring Authority
within the Statement of Reasons, or elsewhere, to explain or justify why such a large area of
exchange land is required to replace the lost open space.

As you will be aware, where an application for a certificate is made pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of
the 1981 Act, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government in deciding
whether to issue such a certificate, must be satisfied (inter alia) that:-

"there has been given or will be given in exchange for such land, other land, not
being less in area and being equally advantageous to the persons, if any, entitled to
rights of common or other rights, and to the public...."

Thus there are two limbs to the test that the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government must turn his mind to where a certificate is sought pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of the
1981 Act:- (i) that the exchange land must be no less in area than the order land; and, (ii)
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SQUIRE C.
SANDERS

Squire Sanders (UK) LLP

The National Planning Case Work Unit
23 May 2014

must be equally advantageous to any persons entitled to rights of common or to other rights,
and to the public.

In short, the principle to applied by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government in deciding whether to grant a certificate under s.19(1)(a) of the 1981 Act is
essentially one of equivalence.

On this basis, in circumstances where the size of the area of exchange land exceeds the
size of the area of open space that is taken by such a considerable amount very clear
justification must be given by the Acquiring Authority as to the reasons why such a
significantly larger area of exchange land is being acquired. In this instance, no such
justification has been provided in support of the Application. Further, there appears to have
been no assessment undertaken by the Acquiring Authority as to whether any alternative
areas of land could be provided by way of exchange land that would avoid the need to
compulsorily acquire or client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D. It should be noted that our
clients, acting through Messrs Roger Hannah & Co, have previously written to the Acquiring
Authority in respect of both of these concerns though the Acquiring Authority appears either
unable or unwilling to provide a substantive response.

In light of the above, neither we, nor the Secretary of State for Transport, are able to form a
balanced or properly informed view as to whether there is a compelling case in the public
interest for the compulsory acquisition of our client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D of the
Order Land. Accordingly, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
cannot possibly come to a properly informed view as to whether the certificate sought
pursuant to the Application should be granted.

Accordingly, we would respectively request that the Secretary for Communities and Local
Government does not grant a certificate in accordance with the provisions of s.19(1)(a) of
the 1981 Act.

Please note that we reserve the right to make further representations in relation to the Order
or expand upon our grounds of objection, should our client deem this necessary.

We would be grateful if you could acknowledge safe receipt of this letter at your earliest
convenience.

Yours faithfully

S ire Sanders (UK) LLP

cc. The Secretary of State for Transport (by e-mail)
cc. John Hill, Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council (by e-mail)
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*389 London Borough of Greenwich and Others v The Secretary of State for
the Environment and the Secretary of State for Transport

Queen's Bench Division

19 February 1993

[1993] Env. L.R. 344

Hutchison J.

February 19, 1993

Applications under section 23 of the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 —challenge against the decision of
the Secretary of State for the Environment to issue a certificate under section 19 of the Act—whether
certain open space land was not less in area and was equally advantageous by comparison to other
land—relief sought by quashing of the certificates—application dismissed on the basis that the
Secretary of State did not act unreasonably in deciding to issue a certificate

The appellants applied to the High Court under section 23 of the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 to
challenge the decision of the Secretary of State for the Environment certifying, pursuant to section 19
of the Act, that he was satisfied that there would be given in exchange for certain open space land
other land which was not less in area and was equally advantageous to such persons as were entitled
to rights of common or other rights over that open space land and to the public. The relief sought by
the appellants was the quashing of the certificates.

The necessity to acquire the land in question arose from a proposal to construct part of the East
London River Crossing (ELRC) through Eltham Park, Oxleas Wood and Falconwood Field open
space. The ELRC is a major road construction scheme for a trunk road from the southern end of the
A406 at South Woodford, across the Thames by a new bridge, to a junction, at Falconwood
interchange with the A2 Rochester Way relief road. It being the last part of the proposed route, south
of Shooters Hill, that involved the acquisition of part of Oxleas Wood.

The Secretary of State's decision to issue a certificate under section 19 followed a long history of
controversy relating to whether the road should go through Oxleas Wood. Following publication of the
draft orders relating to the route of the new road, an inspector appointed by the Secretaries of State
held an inquiry to hear objections and representations in relation to the orders between September
10, 1985, and December 23, 1986. A major issue at the inquiry was the means by which the road
should cross the Thames and, if it is was to be by bridge, as to the design of the bridge. Having
received the Inspector's report concerning the “issue of a certificate in respect of Exchange Land for
Oxleas Wood” and in the light of representations received on the question of the bridge the
Secretaries of State decided to re-open the inquiry into that part of the draft order relating to the
original bridge design and to hold concurrent inquiries into consequential draft orders which would be
required to authorise a new design. By a letter dated September 6, 1991, the Secretaries of State
intimated their decision in relation to the matters which had been deferred, including in particular the
question of the issue of a certificate in respect of Exchange Land for Oxleas Wood. In that letter they
gave their reasons for deciding to issue a certificate. That certificate was issued on November 20,
1991. The Secretaries of State also made, and on November 28, 1991, published notice of the
making of, the relevant Compulsory Purchase Orders.

Oxleas Wood was described as “probably unique in being an SSSI which is both fully open to the
public and in close proximity to urban development and is part of a GLC area of special character”
and as ancient woodland, i.e. woodland which has not been clear-felled or otherwise similarly treated
since the year 1600. There was an abundance of evidence called at the inquiry as to the particular
features and advantages enjoyed by that type of woodland, including evidence about the flora and
fauna. It provided special advantages and enjoyment to those members of the public *345 with
access to it, both because of the scientific interest and also because of the special quality and
atmosphere that it must have by reason of its very “oldness.”

The Exchange Land consisted of a part of some open farmland called Woodlands Farm which lies to
the north of and on the other side of Shooters Hill from Oxleas Wood. The farm was described as
being probably the nearest working farm to the centre of London and as being metropolitan open land
and part of the Green Chain. It was noted that the proposed exchange involved not merely the giving
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of open farmland for woodland, but elaborate arrangements for the modification of Woodlands Farm
to make it as nearly as possible a real replacement for the woodland. Those proposals included an
all-weather ground surface footpath through the area, ground modelling near the Shooters Hill
interchange to reduce visual impact, enhancement of the watercourse, grassed areas suitable for “low
key recreation,” and woodland planting.

The 1987 Inspectors report evaluated the relative advantages and disadvantages arising from the
exchange. The Inspector with his assessor decided that the balance was only just in favour of the
DTp and the Secretaries of State in their letter of September 27,1991, agreeing with the Inspector's
recommendations, decided to issue the certificate on the basis that ( inter alia ) the public will suffer
no loss of advantage if their access to the Exchange Land is restricted to a network of paths and rides
by fencing for up to 10 years.

The applicants' substantive challenges to the certificate were summarised under three headings:

(1) on the facts accepted by the Secretary of State, was it as a matter of law open to him to
conclude that at the date when Woodlands Farm was to be given in exchange for the swath of
Oxleas Wood required for the ELRC it will be equally advantageous for those who at present
enjoy that portion of Oxleas Wood for public recreation and to the public at large?

(2) if, as a matter of law, it was open to the Secretary of State so to conclude, was his
conclusion unreasonable in the Wednesbury/Ashbridge sense?

(3) (a) was there evidence supporting the Secretary of State's conclusion “that the fencing
proposed on the Exchange Land should not, in practice, restrict public access over [it] to a
significantly greater extent to that which Oxleas Wood is now restricted by undergrowth” ; and
if not, (b) was that conclusion unreasonable in the Wednesbury sense?

Held, dismissing the appeal:

(1) [On points 3(a) and (b) above] The assessment and interpretation of the evidence was for the
Secretary of State and there certainly was evidence upon which he could legitimately base the views
which he did reach, and the answer to the question “Could the Secretary of State on the evidence
conclude that the fences would not restrict public access over the Exchange Land to a significantly
greater extent than does undergrowth on the Order Land?” was “Yes.” Thus, the Secretary of State
had not acted unreasonably in the Wednesbury sense in reaching his decision on this aspect of the
case.

(2) [On point 1] There was sufficient information which the Secretary of State could accept as capable
of counterbalancing the prima facie disadvantages inherent in the offer of open farmland for
established woodland. Therefore, the stark challenge based on the assertion that the Secretary of
State could not as a matter of law conclude, on the evidence available to him, that it was open to him
to issue a certificate, must fail.

(3) [On point 2] The Secretary of State in making the crucial judgment did not leave out of account
any vital consideration or significantly misconstrue the evidence. His decision that there was equality
of advantage was one that was reasonably made and it was not unreasonable for the Secretary of
State to issue the certificate in the Wednesbury sense. *346
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HUTCHISON J.:

These are applications to the High Court under section 23 of the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 by the
London Borough of Greenwich and a number of local people, all of whom challenge the decision of
the Secretary of State for the Environment certifying, pursuant to section 19 of the Act, that he was
satisfied that there would be given in exchange for certain open space land other land which was not
less in area and was equally advantageous to such persons as were entitled to rights of common or
other rights over that open space land and to the public. The relief sought is the quashing of the
certificates.

Greenwich also seek to have related compulsory purchase orders quashed; and while the individual
applicants do not in terms do so, this is an unimportant distinction, as will become clear when I
examine the relevant statutory provisions.

The necessity to acquire the land in question arises from the proposal to construct part of the East
London River Crossing (ELRC) through Eltham *347 Park, Oxleas Wood and Falconwood Field open
space to which—since attention has concentrated on Oxleas Wood—I shall refer by that name. The
ELRC is a major road construction scheme for a trunk road from the southern end of A406 at South
Woodford, across the Thames by a new bridge, to a junction, at Falconwood interchange, with the A2
Rochester Way relief road. It is the last part of the proposed route, south of Shooters Hill, that
involves the acquisition of part of Oxleas Wood.

The wood is owned and managed by Greenwich, who hold it as a public open space. It is a large
important area of what is described as ancient woodland and was in 1984 designed as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest pursuant to section 28 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 .

The proposal to build the road has attracted much local opposition. It is clear that the individual
objectors at least—and Greenwich also I believe—would wish to see the whole project frustrated. I
mention that fact simply to make clear, at the beginning of this judgment, that it is not the propriety of
building the road, nor even the propriety of building it through Oxleas Wood, with which I am
concerned. What is in issue is the much more limited (although perhaps in practical terms equally
vital) question of whether the certificate of the Secretary of State for the Environment was properly
issued.

The relevant statutory provisions

Part III of the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 is headed “SPECIAL KINDS OF LAND.” Section 16
excludes—provided certain conditions are met—the land of statutory undertakers from compulsory
purchase. Section 17 deals with local authority and statutory undertakers' land. Subsection (2)
provides:
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“Subject to subsection (3) below, a compulsory purchase order shall, in so far as it authorises the
compulsory purchase of land to which this section applies, be subject to special parliamentary
procedure in any case where an objection to this order has been made by the local authority, or
as the case may be the statutory undertakers, and has not been withdrawn.”

Section 18 applies to land inalienably held by the National Trust, and in subsection (2) makes a
similar provision to that contained in subsection (2) of section 17 .

Section 19 , headed “Commons, open spaces, etc.” provides, as material, as follows:

“(1) In so far as a compulsory purchase order authorises the purchase of any land forming
part of a common, open space or fuel or field garden allotment, the order shall be subject to
special parliamentary procedure unless the Secretary of State is satisfied—( a ) that there
has been or will be given in exchange for such land, other land, not being less in area and
being equally advantageous to the persons, if any, entitled to rights of common or other
rights, and to the public, and that the land given in exchange has been or will be vested in
the persons in whom the land purchased was vested, and subject to the like rights, trusts
and incidents as attached to the land purchased . . . and certifies accordingly.

(2) Where it is proposed to give a certificate under this section, the Secretary of State shall
[direct the acquiring authority to] give public notice of his intention so to do, and—( a ) after
affording opportunity to all persons interested to make representations and objections in
*348 relation thereto, and ( b ) after causing a public local inquiry to be held in any case
where it appears to him to be expedient so to do, having regard to any representations or
objections made, the Secretary of State may, after considering any representations and
objections made and, if an inquiry has been held, the report of the person who held the
inquiry, give the certificate.

. . .

(4) In this section—

. . .

'open space' means any land laid out as a public garden, or used for the purposes of public
recreation, or land being a disused burial ground.”

Part IV of the Act contains provisions of crucial importance in this case. They are as follows:

“23(1) If any person aggrieved by a compulsory purchase order desires to question the
validity thereof, or of any provision contained therein, on the ground that the authorisation of
a compulsory purchase thereby granted is not empowered to be granted under this Act or
any such enactment as is mentioned in section 1(1) of this Act, he may make an application
to the High Court.

(2) If any person aggrieved by—( a ) a compulsory purchase order, or ( b ) a certificate
under Part III of, or Schedule 3 to, this Act, desires to question the validity thereof on the
ground that any relevant requirement has not been complied with in relation to the order or
certificate he may make an application to the High Court.
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(3) In subsection (2) above, 'relevant requirement' means—( a ) any requirement of this Act,
or of any regulation under section 7(2) above, or ( b ) any requirement of the Tribunals and
Inquiries Act 1971 or of any rules made, or having effect as if made, under that Act.

. . .

24(1) On an application under section 23 above the court may by interim order suspend the
operation of the compulsory purchase order or any provision contained therein, or of the
certificate, either generally or in so far as it effects any property of the applicant, until the
final determination of the proceedings.

(2) If on the application the court is satisfied that—( a ) the authorisation granted by the
compulsory purchase order is not empowered to be granted under this Act or any such
enactment as is mentioned in section 1(1) of this Act, or ( b ) the interests of the applicant
have been substantially prejudiced by any relevant requirement (as defined in section 23(3)
above) not having been complied with, the court may quash the compulsory purchase order
or any provision contained therein, or the certificate, either generally or in so far as it affects
any property of the applicant.

25. Subject to the preceding provisions of this Part of this Act, a compulsory purchase
order, or a certificate under Part III of, or Schedule 3 to, this Act, shall not, either before or
after it has been confirmed, made or given, be questioned in any legal proceedings
whatsoever.”

*349

Relevant history

The proposal to build a road such as the ELRC is a long standing one: but I take the history up in
1984. In that and the following two years the two Secretaries of State published draft orders relating
to the route of the new road and—of particular importance in this case—the intention to certify as to
exchange land in relation to Oxleas Wood. Between September 10, 1985, and December 23, 1986,
an Inspector appointed by the Secretaries of State held an inquiry to hear objections and
representations in relation to these orders. It will be seen, therefore, that there were considered at
one and the same time the question whether the road, should go through Oxleas Wood at all and the
question whether, if it did, a certificate under section 19(1)(a) should be issued in respect of the
exchange land.

A major issue at the inquiry was the means by which the road should cross the Thames and, if it was
to be by bridge, as to the design of the bridge. In the light of the Inspector's report on these matters,
the Secretaries of State decided to defer their decision on certain aspects of the scheme—it is
unnecessary to go into details. It should, however, be mentioned that in the letter of July 28, 1988, in
which they explained these matters, the Secretaries of State indicated, inter alia :

(a) that they accepted the Inspector's findings of fact and, save where otherwise indicated,
agreed with and accepted his conclusions and recommendations;

(b) that among those conclusions was one on the exchange land for Oxleas Wood to the
effect “that the balance is only just in favour of DTp, significant favourable issues being the
remedying of local park deficiency and the welding together of E1 with E5, E6 and a bonus
of 0.25 ha from the construction site” ;

(c) that among the matters in respect of which the Secretary of State for the Environment
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deferred his decision was the question of the issue of a certificate in respect of exchange
land for Oxleas Wood.

In the light of representations received on the question of the bridge, the Secretaries of State decided
to re-open the inquiry into that part of the draft order relating to the original bridge design and to hold
concurrent inquiries into consequential draft orders which would be required to authorise a new
design. These resumed and supplemental inquiries were held between July 3, 1990, and January 8,
1991.

By a letter dated September 26, 1991, the Secretaries of State intimated their decision in relation to
the matters which had been deferred, including in particular the question of the issue of a certificate in
respect of exchange land for Oxleas Wood. In that letter they gave their reasons for deciding, as they
had done, to issue a certificate. That certificate was issued on November 20, 1991. The Secretaries
of State also made, and November 28, 1991 published notice of the making of, the relevant
compulsory purchase orders.

Oxleas Wood and the exchange land

I must now embark, in a little detail, upon a description of the nature of Oxleas Wood and of the
exchange land. In dwelling, as I must do, on those features of the wood which are said to make it
particularly advantageous to the public, I again remined myself that I am doing so in the context of the
section 19(1) comparison and that the issue whether it is appropriate that *350 such a road should go
through such a wood is not for me to determine, nor indeed is it before me.

Oxleas Wood “is probably unique in being an SSSI which is both fully open to the public and in close
proximity to urban development [and] is part of a GLC area of special character.” It is also part of
Shooters Hill Metropolitan park, it is some 72.7 ha in area and “contains a mixture of large and small
open spaces and extensive woodland” [the quotations in this paragraph are taken from the first
Inspector's report].

Ancient woodland is woodland which has not been clear-felled or otherwise similarly treated since the
year 1600. At the inquiry an abundance of evidence was called as to the particular features and
advantages enjoyed by such woodland, including evidence about the flora and fauna. However, it is
not in my judgment necessary to say more than this: that it is common ground between the parties to
this appeal that, as one would expect, Oxleas Wood contains many features which cannot be
replicated on the exchange land, even if a programme of wood planting is undertaken there, as is
proposed; that it has many large and ancient trees, interspersed with a network of paths and glades;
and that the plant and animal life which flourishes in it enjoys a character attributable in part to its
being ancient woodland. From all that it must, I think, follow that it provides special advantages and
enjoyment to those members of the public who have access to it, both because of its scientific interest
and also because of the special quality and atmosphere that it must have by reason of its very
“oldness.”

The exchange land

This consists of a part of some open farm land called Woodlands Farm which lies to the north of and
on the other side of Shooters Hill from Oxleas Wood. Whereas 10.2 ha of the wood is to be taken, the
exchange land is marginally greater in area. The farm is at present described as being probably the
nearest working farm to the centre of London and is Metropolitan open land and part of the Green
Chain. The Inspector described it as “a unique part of the Green Chain which would be halved in area
by DTp's proposals.” It will be apparent, therefore, that the public have access to it already—although
their entitlement to do so was apparently open to some dispute.

It is, given some of the issues of law which I shall have to consider, of some significance to note that,
from the outset, the proposed exchange involved not merely the giving of open farm land for
woodland, but elaborate arrangements for the modification of Woodlands Farm to make it as nearly
as possible a real replacement for the woodland. Those proposals included an all-weather ground
surface footpath through the area (as a replacement of the Green Chain walk) ground modelling near
the Shooters Hill interchange to reduce visual impact, enhancement of the water course, grassed
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areas (covering about 11 per cent. of the area) suitable for “low key recreation,” and woodland
planting. The intention is that the Green Chain walk will be kept open throughout the construction and
adaptation period, that the grassed areas will be open some two years before the road itself is open,
and that “after five years the woodland area should be sufficiently robust to withstand pressure from
visitors” so that fencing can be removed. From this it will be apparent that it is envisaged that for a
significant period (found by the Inspector to be at least 10 years rather than the postulated five) the
bulk of the exchange land would be fenced off to enable the woodland to *351 become established.
This means that 89 per cent. of the exchange land would be inaccessible for at least 10 years, and
that access to the remaining 11 per cent. (through part of which the re-routed Green Chain walk
would run) would be to an extent regimented by the presence of fences. I think I am entitled,
moreover, to assume, even in the absence of specific evidence to this effect, that access to a
10-year-old woodland is access to something very different in nature from an established
woodland—whether an ancient woodland or woodland 50 or 70 years old.

The 1987 Inspector's Report

I was shown a large part of the report, from which I shall quote selectively but at some length. It will
be remembered that the Inspector was considering wider issues than the propriety of issuing a
certificate, but I shall endeavour to confine my citations to matters relevant to the latter point.

“Recreated Woodland

DTp proposes to plant most of the . . . exchange land . . . so as to reproduce many of the
valuable ecological features of old woods. The practicality of this operation is attacked by all the
ecological objectors many of whom quote Peterken— 'Ancient semi-natural woodland cannot be
recreated.' . . . Professor Mellanby [the Department's expert] accepts that research on the subject
is limited but becomes more optimistic during the period of the Inquiries. He only claims to be
able to reproduce 'many of the features of ancient woodland' and not 'the totality of ancient
woodland . . .' He calls it an 'experiment' because he cannot be entirely certain of the results . . .

. . . local park deficiency . . . arises from the provisions of the GLDP . . . that there should be a
Local Park within a quarter mile of all homes . . . There is an area of Bexley . . . deficient in this
respect and the Woodlands Farm Exchange Land would remedy that. DTp also argue that
landscaping on that land would in time help to hide the skyline view of Westwood School North
and adjacent housing. Neither of these points is contested . . .

The advantages claimed for DTp's proposals . . . are:

the visual quality would progressively emerge as an improvement over the uniformity of view
experienced within Oxleas Wood;

local park deficiency would be corrected and the skyline improved (74.2.7);

recreational activities (listed) currently enjoyed in the lost public open space could be
enjoyed near to the lost area;

a better footpath link is ensured over the Exchange Land, where it is now in dispute (1084
and 1291);

the recreation potential in the Poets Corner area is improved as is access to Oxleas Woods
through public open space;

DTp's woodland development proposals will increase the range of plant and animal habitats,
with a high proportion of woodland edge in close association with new water and water
margin habitats. Ecological diversity would emerge early in the establishment period;

the educational opportunity of comparing ancient woodland with emerging woodland would
be provided;

this Exchange Land would be developed with areas E5/1 and E6 to *352 form a single new
public open space from Poets Corner through to Shooters Hill, and in association with other
ELRC landscape works it would give an improved ecological corridor of great significance;
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the loss of some attractive farmland would be more than compensated by the public
ownership of an attractive area with views over farmland to the golf course and beyond.”

The Inspector then set out disadvantages put forward on behalf of the objectors before proceeding to
his findings of fact from which I quote the following:

“Woodlands Farm

. . . Woodlands Farm is a unique part of the Green Chain which would be halved in area by DTp's
proposals . . .

. . . The Woodlands Farm Exchange Land would remedy a deficiency in Local Park Provision in
an area of Bexley . . . and in time its landscaping would help to hide the skyline view of
Westwood School North and adjacent housing . . .

. . . The area of Exchange Land E1 on Woodlands Farm is just greater than the public open
space lost to ELRC south of there. The advantages claimed for DTp's proposals in paragraph
73.2.8. are not seriously disputed but important points of doubt remain . . .

. . . Access to Exchange Land E1 from Oxleas Wood via the Shooters Hill interchange is not
easy, although the interchange can be avoided by detouring via Oxleas Wood footbridge. This is
nevertheless not a serious indictment of the E1 Exchange Land proposals.

. . . It would be realistic to assume that the general public would not be allowed into the woodland
planting, occupying 89 per cent. of the Exchange Land E1, for at least 10 years after ELRC is
open.

. . . Air pollution and odour should not be a problem in Exchange Land E1 nor should the visual
impact of ELRC be significant once the woodland areas are established. However, in weighing
equal advantage, an average increase in noise levels of 5–10dB(A) in Area E1 over that without
ELRC in the areas lost should be taken into account.”

The Inspector concluded with a recommendation that the certificates should be granted:

“Exchange Land

75.3.1. Commentary.

The only Exchange Land with residual doubt is E1 on Woodlands Farm. The latter has unique
value including its contribution to the Green Chain. However, ELRC plus the Exchange Land
would only change it from a marginally viable farm to one of half the size for which special
management measures would be needed. The CWS counter proposal does not meet the
Exchange Land requirement and is not a reasonable alternative to the DTp proposal. In judging
relative public advantage, the merits of Exchange Land E1 need to be assessed against the
degree of severance from Oxleas Wood, the 89 per cent.limitation on public access for at least
10 years and the 5–10dB(A) noise increase over that in the land lost. [In this sentence he is
summarising the objectors' points which I have mentioned on page 12]. The Assessor and I
agree that the balance is only just in favour of DTp, *353 significant favourable issues being the
remedying of local park deficiency and the welding together of E1 with E5, E6 and a bonus 0.25
ha from the construction site. We would be happier if the landtake balance was not so exact and
general access was improved with, say, a discreet car park.

75.3.2 Conclusions.

Woodlands Farm could continue to be marginally viable under DTp's proposals for Exchange
Land E1 . . . Exchange Land E1 only just achieves equal public advantage. The other Exchange
Land proposals are certainly acceptable.”

The Secretary of State's Decision
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The Decision Letter of July 28, 1988, contained a lengthy appendix in which were summarised the
evidence and the Inspector's findings, comments and recommendations on the issue of Exchange
Land. However, all of this was merely noted because, as I have already explained, the Secretaries of
State deferred making decisions in relation to the compulsory purchase orders and the applications
for certificates. It is accordingly to the letter of September 27, 1991, and the enclosed appendix that
one must turn.

In the letter the Secretaries of State reiterated their acceptance of the Inspector's findings of fact, and
said that they accepted his conclusions, except where otherwise stated, and agreed with his
recommendations. On the issue of the certificates, they said that for the reasons given in Part IV of
the Annex to the letter the Secretary of State for the Environment had decided to issue certificates in
respect, inter alia , of Oxleas Wood. The relevant passages in the Annex are set out below:

The Secretary of State for the Environment has carefully considered the Inspector's findings and
conclusion on the public advantage of Exchange Land E1, and in particular his concern about the
limitation on public access to 89 per cent. of it for an extended period. He accepts that the area of
Exchange Land E1 is only marginally larger than that taken for the new road, but is satisfied that
the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 requires only that the Exchange Land be not less in area than
the Public Open Space taken. The Secretary of State for Transport confirms that a discreet car
park will be provided in the Exchange Land as suggested by the Inspector. The Secretary of
State for the Environment has taken account of the fact that the Green Chain Walk through the
Exchange Land will be kept open throughout and that an extensive system of subsidiary
footpaths will be developed through the area of woodland planting. He has also taken account of
the extensive evidence presented to the 1985-86 Inquiries by the Greater London Council, LB
Greenwich and others, concerning the present characteristics and uses of Oxleas Wood.

It is clear from the evidence presented to the Inquiries that the main recreational use of Oxleas
Wood is for informal walking. It is also clear that the undergrowth in the woods is dense and,
because of the predominance of brambles, is frequently impenetrable. The evidence presented
on behalf of LB Greenwich, the body now responsible for management of the woods, shows that
there has been a continuous management policy of utilising the undergrowth to keep visitors to
the paths, thereby safeguarding the more sensitive areas. Indeed the Secretary of State for the
Environment notes the evidence of the Greater *354 London Council that when the woods were
acquired for public access in 1934, the intention of the Council was to balance public access and
preservation by creating fenced public paths; and that fencing was in fact carried out.

The result is that access to the present woodlands has been restricted in practice to the network
of paths and rides. The Secretary of State for the Environment notes that the proposal to
re-create, so far as possible the characteristics of Oxleas Wood on the Exchange Land includes
a proposal for the demarcation by fencing of a similar network of paths and rides there. He
considers that the fencing proposed should not, in practice, restrict public access over the
Exchange Land to a significantly greater extent than that to which the access over Oxleas Wood
is now restricted by undergrowth.

The Secretary of State for the Environment concludes that the public will suffer no less of
advantage if their access to the Exchange Land is restricted to a network of paths and rides by
fencing for up to 10 years. The Secretary of State therefore accepts the Inspector's
recommendation and has decided to issue the certificate.”

Issues arising

(1) The first issues, arising out of a submission made on behalf of the Secretaries of State is
the contention that the court has no jurisdiction to entertain these applications. The argument
depends upon the proper construction of sections 23 and 24 of the Act, and involves the
argument that whereas a compulsory purchase order may be challenged either on the ground
that the authorisation of compulsory purchase thereby granted is not empowered to be
granted under the Act ( s.23(1) ) or that any relevant requirement has not been complied with
in relation to the order ( s.23(2) ), a certificate may be challenged only on the latter ground. It
is said that, since no assertion is made of the omission of any proper procedural step, there is
(see s.25) no jurisdiction in the court to entertain the challenge.
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(2) If this issue is determined adversely to the Secretaries of State, then the following further
issues arise:

(a) can the Secretary of State, as a matter of law, be satisfied under section 19(1) and certify
accordingly, where the land which has been or will be given in exchange is not either at the
date of the certificate or at the date when the land will be given in exchange, equally
advantageous to the public? Although I have stated alternative dates, all parties agree that, in
a case where the land is to be given, the date of exchange must as a matter of common
sense be the correct date;

(b) what is meant by “the public” in section 19(1) ?

(c) what must be shown to establish that the Exchange Land is “equally advantageous” ?
Does it mean like for like—woodland for woodland—or is it permissible to balance loss of one
sort with advantage of another?

(d) in considering equal advantage, is the Secretary of State obliged to take into account
overall loss to the public arising from the existing enjoyment of and access to the Exchange
Land—in this case open farmland in an urban setting?

(e) could the Secretary of State, as a matter of fact and/or law, on the proper construction of
section 19(1) be satisfied that the Exchange *355 Land was equally advantageous to the
public given that what is being taken is ancient woodland which is quiet and peaceful and an
integral part of a large area of public open space, to be replaced by open farmland which is to
be planted with new trees which need protection by fences, which will be noisier, which will be
isolated from Oxleas Wood, and which will be bordered by a major trunk road?

(f) was the Secretary of State's conclusion that there was equal advantage unreasonable in
the Wednesbury sense?

(g) was there any evidence on which the Secretary of State could conclude and/or could he
have concluded (in the Wednesbury Corporation sense) that access to Oxleas Wood has in
practice been restricted to a network of paths and rides; that the fencing proposed for the
Exchange Land should not in practice restrict public access to a significantly greater extent;
and that the public would suffer no loss of advantage if their access to the Exchange Land
were restricted to a network of paths and rides for up to 10 years?

Jurisdiction

It is logical to begin with the arguments advanced by Mr. Richards on behalf of the Secretaries of
State. The fundamental nature and importance of those arguments can be gathered from the fact that
Mr. Richards did not shrink from contending that neither error of law nor unreasonableness on the
part of the Secretary of State in granting a certificate furnished any ground for challenge; it was, he
contended, open to the Secretary of State to consider an area of built up land in the middle of
Greenwich and, provided he went through the right procedures, to certify that as being suitable
Exchange Land within section 19 , and his decision was impregnable. Here, he said, the essential
basis of the challenge was that the Secretary of State had acted outside his powers: that was a
section 23(1) challenge and was not available in the case of the issue of a certificate. The starkness
of this argument is mitigated, he suggests, by the fact that the Secretary of State is answerable to
Parliament.

Mr. Richard's argument starts—indeed largely depends—on the rather difficult case of Smith v. East
Elloe Rural District Council [1955] 1 W.L.R. 380 . That was a case concerned with the corresponding
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provisions of the Acquisition of Land (Authorisation Procedure) Act 1946 . Mr. Richards argues that
this case establishes that the 1981 Act permits only procedural, not substantive, grounds of challenge
to be raised.

In that case the court was considering the effect of paragraphs 15 and 16 of Part IV of the First
Schedule to the 1946 Act, which are in terms very similar to sections 23 to 25 of the 1981 Act.

It is unnecessary to rehearse the facts of the case, save to say that the plaintiff was challenging a
compulsory purchase order on the grounds that it was wrongfully made and confirmed, and that she
alleged bad faith. In the course of his judgment, Parker L.J. said this of paragraph 15:

“. . . [it] lays down the procedure (and an analogous procedure has been laid down in a number
of other Acts for some time) whereby provision is made for compulsory purchase orders being
challenged and for their being quashed. That paragraph provides: 'If any person aggrieved by a
compulsory purchase order desires to question the validity thereof, or of any provision contained
therein, on the ground that the authorisation *356 of a compulsory purchase thereby granted is
not empowered to be granted under this Act or any such enactment as is mentioned in
subsection (1) of section 1 of this Act,' —pausing there, that is dealing with a case where a
compulsory purchase order is said not to have been authorised. The paragraph goes on: 'or if
any person aggrieved by a compulsory purchase order or a certificate under Part III of this
Schedule desired to question the validity thereof on the ground that any requirement of this Act or
of any regulation made thereunder has not been complied with,' he may take certain action within
six weeks.

That second part of paragraph 15 is dealing with the well known case where some requirement
of the Act has not been complied with—such as that the owner has not been served, or some
notice has not been published in the local newspaper, and matters of that sort. That applies to all
compulsory purchase orders whether they are of land which forms the subject of the procedure in
Part III or not. On the other hand, the certificate under Part III naturally comes in there because
there is no question of challenging a certificate because authorisation is not empowered: the
certificate can only be challenged because some procedure relating to a public local inquiry has
not been complied with.”

In considering this passage it is necessary to bear in mind that essentially two arguments had been
advanced by the plaintiff in that case. The first was that the provisions of paragraph 16 of the
Schedule (the material part of which is mirrored in s.25 of the 1981 Act) were limited to compulsory
acquisition of land of the type dealt with in Part III of the Schedule (which is broadly equivalent to Part
III of the 1981 Act). In the passage I have cited, it is clear that Parker L.J. was justifying his
conclusion, stated earlier in the first paragraph from which I have taken the citation, that paragraph 16
applies to all compulsory purchase orders. The second argument—said to have been rather “faintly”
pursued at that stage—was that by reason of the allegation of fraud the plaintiff could challenge the
compulsory purchase order at any time. This argument was also, in reliance on paragraph 16,
dismissed in summary terms. It follows, in my judgment, that the passage I have cited from the
judgment of Parker L.J. was strictly speaking obiter , as I think Mr. Richards accepts.

The case went to the House of Lords, where what Lord Simonds described as “a more serious
argument” was developed—namely that as the compulsory purchase order was challenged on the
ground that it had been made and confirmed wrongfully and in bad faith, paragraph 16 had no
application because, however general its language, it must be construed so as not to oust the
jurisdiction of the court where the good faith of the local authority or of the Ministry was impugned and
put in issue.

It was held unanimously that the action might proceed against the Clerk to the Council for damages.
By a majority of three to two (Lord Reid and Lord Somervell of Harrow dissenting) it was held that the
action against the council and the government department should not proceed by reason of the plain
prohibition in paragraph 16 which, as the Court of Appeal had held, applied to compulsory purchase
orders in general, against questioning the validity of the order, whereby the jurisdiction of the court
was ousted. Lord Morton of Henryton, Lord Reid and Lord Somervell of Harrow (Lord Radcliffe
dissenting) held that paragraph 15 gave no opportunity to a person *357 aggrieved to question the
validity of a compulsory purchase order on the ground that it was made or confirmed in bad faith.

I was referred in particular to certain passages in the speeches of Lord Morton and Lord Reid. Lord
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Morton, at the bottom of page 755, points to a significant difference between the 1946 Act and its
predecessor, the Act of 1933. In the earlier Act the material words were (s.162(1)), “if any person
aggrieved by a compulsory purchase order . . . desires to question its validity, he may, within two
months after the publication of the notice of confirmation . . . make an application for the purpose to
the High Court.” He contrasted these words with what he described as the strictly limited words of
paragraph 15, and said:

“It is, I think, inconceivable that, if the legislature had intended paragraph 15 to cover cases
where bad faith was alleged, it would have made this striking alteration in the language of section
162 of the 1933 Act. I would add that if paragraph 15 had been intended to cover such cases,
there would seem to be no good reason why the earlier part thereof should not have been
applied to a certificate as well as to an order, since the later part applies to both. The reason for
the difference was explained by Parker L.J. in the Court of Appeal, and I agree with his
explanation; but the difference remains wholly unexplained if paragraph 15 covers cases where
bad faith is alleged.”

Before turning to the speech of Lord Reid, I should point out that his analysis proceeded in two
distinct parts. He first (which is what is material for present purposes) considered whether a challenge
made within six weeks and based on bad faith fell within the grounds of challenge permitted by
paragraph 15: and it will be remembered that he formed part of the majority who held that it did not.
He then addressed the question whether the prohibition contained in paragraph 16 was sufficiently
wide to prohibit an independent challenge based on bad faith: and he was part of the minority who
held that it was not. Of course, in the present case, no question of bad faith arises, and it is on the
first part of Lord Reid's analysis that attention was concentrated.

Lord Reid, at page 761, said this:

“I must first examine paragraph 15 to see whether the present appellant could have questioned
the order on any ground of bad faith, malice, corruption or conspiracy if she had raised her action
within six weeks of the order being confirmed. It is not said that this could have been brought
within the second of the grounds set out in paragraph 15 [ 'that any requirement of this Act or of
any regulation made thereunder has not been complied with in relation to the order or certificate' ]
but it is argued that it could be brought within the first because an authorisation obtained in bad
faith is not 'empowered to be granted.' ”

Lord Reid then proceeded to make a comparison between the 1933 and the 1946 Acts, pointing out
that the former in no way restricted the grounds of challenge to the validity of an order, whereas the
latter specified two grounds and said that he could see no possible reason for the change other than
an intention to limit the grounds on which a person aggrieved could make an application to the court.
He stated that in order to see how far the 1946 Act had limited jurisdiction it was necessary to
consider what had *358 previously been the grounds on which the court could give relief under the
ordinary law or the 1933 Act, and continued:

“I think that in the past there has been some confusion about this, and I fear that I must try as
best I can to unravel the matter. It seems to me that there were four grounds. First, informality of
procedure; where, for example, some essential step in procedure had been omitted. Secondly,
ultra vires in the sense that what was authorised by the order went beyond what was authorised
by the Act under which it was made. Thirdly, misuse of power in bona fide. And, fourthly, misuse
of power in mala fide. In the last two classes the order is intra vires in the sense that what it
authorises to be done is within the scope of the Act under which it is made, and every essential
step in procedure may have been taken: what is challenged is something which lies behind the
making of the order. I separate these two classes for this reason. There have been a few cases
where actual bad faith has ever been alleged, but in the numerous cases where misuse of power
has been alleged judges have been careful to point out that no question of bad faith was involved
and that bad faith stands in a class by itself.”

Lord Reid then cited the well-known passage in the judgment of Lord Greene M.R. in Associated
Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v. Wednesbury Corporation [1948] 1 K.B. 223 as embodying an
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analysis of what amounted to misuse of power in bona fide and continued:

“I can draw no other conclusion from the form in which paragraph 15 is now enacted than that
Parliament intended to exclude from the scope of this paragraph the whole class of cases
referred to in the passages which I have quoted. No doubt in one sense it might be said that in
none of those cases is authority 'empowered to be granted,' but that would be a strained and
unnatural reading of these words only to be accepted if there were in the Act some clear
indication requiring it. But, to my mind, all the indications are the other way, and this part of the
paragraph only refers to cases of ultra vires in the narrow sense in which I have used it.

If other cases of misuse of power in bone fide are excluded, can a distinction be made where
mala fides is in question? As I shall explain when I come to paragraph 16, I am of opinion that
cases involving mala fides are in a special position, in that mere general words will not deprive
the court of jurisdiction to deal with them, and, if that is so, then no question would arise under
paragraph 15. But if I am wrong about cases of mala fides being in this special position, I do not
see how there can be a distinction under paragraph 15 between cases of bona fide and mala fide
misuse of power. I can see nothing to indicate any intention to that effect, and, if Parliament
intended to treat bad faith as a special case, it would be very strange to introduce the exception
here. The time limit under paragraph 15 is six weeks, which is appropriate for grounds which
appear from the terms of the order but not appropriate for grounds based on facts lying behind
the order which may not be discoverable for some time after it is confirmed; and I find another
strong indication that the first ground of challenge was not intended to apply to such cases in the
fact that the ground is not available to a person aggrieved by the granting of a certificate; only the
second ground is *359 available to him. This is intelligible if the first ground only applies to ultra
vires , because I cannot see how a certificate would be ultra vires . But, if that ground was
intended to apply where mala fides is alleged, I cannot imagine any reason why it was not also
made available when a certificate is challenged.”

Mr. Richards, while conceding that these passages cannot be said to be decisive of the issue in the
present case, places great reliance on them. He argues (in terms of the provisions now found in s.23
of the 1981 Act) that Lord Reid is saying that only subsection (2) applies to a person aggrieved by the
grant of a certificate and that the words “not empowered” in subsection (1) refer to questions of vires
and have no application to certificates.

Accordingly, he contends, Lord Reid plainly regarded the second limb as relevant to procedural
requirements only. In this connection he draws attention to the contrast between section 23 and
section 288 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 , where both heads of challenge are made
available without distinction. Mr. Richards also relies on the fact that section 24(2)(b) permits a
section 23(2) challenge by a person aggrieved who has been “substantially prejudiced.” This, he
submits, emphasises that section 23(2)(b) is concerned only with procedural matters. Furthermore, he
submits, that the requirement has to be shown not to have been “complied with” again points to
subsection (2) being concerned only with procedural matters.

In support of these arguments, Mr. Richards drew attention to passages in the current (6th) edition of
Sir William Wade's Administrative Law and to three authorities.

The passage from Sir William Wade is to be found at pages 739 to 742, and I shall not prolong this
judgment by citing it all. In that passage, Professor Wade is considering the scope of judicial review
within what he describes as the standard time-limited ouster clause where the action is duly brought
within the six weeks or other prescribed period. It is clear from the context that he is, almost
exclusively, concentrating on provisions which afford both section 23(1) and 23(2) remedies and
where, therefore, the practical importance of the difference between them is that a person aggrieved
whose claim can be advanced only under the latter head can obtain a remedy only if his interests
have been substantially prejudiced by the failure to comply with the relevant requirement. Having
summarised various cases bearing on the question whether a particular complaint fell under one or
the other or both heads, Professor Wade, at page 740, continued:

“Since judges have commented on the difficulty of distinguishing between ground (a) and ground
(b), and have favoured a narrow construction of ground (a) in order to find some meaning for
ground (b), it may be suggested that the difficulty would disappear if they were construed with
reference to the well-known distinction between statutory requirements which are mandatory and
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those which are directory. Neglect of a mandatory requirement renders an order ultra vires and
void, whereas neglect of a directory requirement has no invalidating effect at all. Neglect of a
mandatory requirement therefore makes an order 'not within the powers of this Act,' just as much
as does bad faith or a breach of natural justice. There is no need to confine such cases to ground
(b) merely because they are cases of non-compliance with some requirement. Ground (b) may
well be intended for the case *360 of neglect of merely directory requirements. Although such
neglect does not affect the validity of the order, and therefore does not fall within ground (a), it
would be reasonable to empower the court to quash the order where an irregularity of this class
has in fact caused substantial prejudice to the aggrieved person. The scope of judicial review
under ground (b) would then go further than at common law, though always subject to proof of
substantial prejudice and subject also the discretion of the court. The forms of words used in the
standard clause suggest that precisely this may have been the legislative intention. If that were
established, the distinction between grounds (a) and (b) would then be a familiar one, and their
combined effect would be eminently reasonable.”

This is, as it seems to me, a useful passage for Mr. Richards since it concentrates on widening the
scope of subsection (1) and narrowing that of subsection (2): which is a welcome approach for
aggrieved persons who can take advantage of either and wish to avoid the limitation imposed by the
requirement that substantial prejudice should be shown but creates a difficulty for persons aggrieved
whose only route is subsection (2).

However, Professor Wade then continues with a reference to the East Elloe case, though
unfortunately not in terms which help to elucidate the problem presented by the present case. He
concentrates on what he describes as the remarkable variety of opinions expressed on the meaning
of the words “not within the powers of this Act,” describing as extraordinary Lord Morton's conclusion
that the Act allowed challenge only for violation of expressed statutory requirements so that many
kinds of unlawful action would not be challengeable even within six weeks, i.e. another argument for a
broader interpretation of subsection (1). He concludes this discussion with a paragraph on which Mr.
Pleming, for the individual applicants, indicated that he placed reliance, but which seems to me,
again, to provide support for Mr. Richards:

“The key to the true interpretation of these statutory clauses must surely be to presume, following
Lord Radcliffe and Lord Denning [in Webb v. Minister of Housing and Local Government [1965] 1
W.L.R. 755 ] that Parliament did not intend to authorise any of the abuses normally controlled by
the courts of law, but intended only to set a short time limit within which proceedings must be
initiated. 'Not within the powers of this Act' is simply a draftsman's translation of ' ultra vires '
comprising all its varieties such as bad faith, breach of natural justice, irrelevant considerations
and, now, error of law. The other parts of the clause then fall easily into place if interpreted as
suggested above. The draftsman may have been rash to attempt to express the whole subject of
judicial review in a statutory formula; but he could scarcely have foreseen the fate that was in
store for it.”

Here, again, it seems to me that the emphasis is on the width of the subsection (1) ground of
challenge as compared with the narrowness of the subsection (2) ground.

The three authorities to which Mr. Richards referred me on this topic were said by him to exemplify
the fact that in the 1940s and 1950s it was commonplace to find that a statutory provision relating to
the Minister's satisfaction on a particular issue was intended to confer on him a subjective *361
power—the right to determine a matter without being subject to review on Wednesbury grounds.

The first case was Robinson v. Minister of Town and Country Planning [1947] 1 K.B. 702 . The
statutory provision in question in that case was section 1(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act
1944 , which provided:

“Where the Minister . . . is satisfied that it is requisite, for the purpose of dealing satisfactorily with
extensive war damage in the area of a local planning authority, that a part of their area . . . should
be laid out afresh and redeveloped as a whole . . . [a] compulsory purchase order . . . may be
made by the Minister . . .”
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The applicants sought to challenge an order declaring that some of their property should be so
purchased on the grounds that the Minister could not be satisfied within the terms of the section
because the council proposed to retain the existing fronts of the houses and to rebuild them. Reliance
was placed on section 16 of the Act which provided that the validity of the order could be challenged
on the ground that it was not within the powers of the Act. I need not cite from the judgments, two
lengthy passages to which I was referred: it is clear that the Court of Appeal had no difficulty in
accepting that Parliament could confer an unlimited discretion not only for war purposes but for other
purposes and that they had done so in that case.

In In re Beck and Pollitzer [1948] 2 K.B. 339 an attempt was made to quash an order which the
Minister had made in relation to the stopping up of highways under a particular statutory instrument.
The jurisdiction of the court was the conventional one—that the order was not within the powers of the
relevant Act or that the interests of the applicant had been substantially prejudiced by any
requirement of the Act not having been complied with. It was held that the court had no jurisdiction to
consider whether the Minister was satisfied in the public interest that it was necessary to make the
order. At page 345 Croom-Johnson J. said:

“It has long since been held that when a statute provides for a Minister being satisfied on a
particular issue that there is no jurisdiction in the King's Bench Divisional Court to examine into
the question, which is a question of fact, whether the Minister is satisfied or not, and I cannot see
that this court has any jurisdiction under Part III of the Act to say whether the Minister is satisfied
that in the public interest it was necessary or expedient to stop up this highway. There may be
cases in which, on the ground of want of bona fides, a court may have power to act. I do not
know whether this court, operating under section 19, subsection (2), has any jurisdiction to do
anything of the kind, but, as I have said, the court will not go behind the expression of the
Minister's satisfaction.”

The learned judge then proceeded to cite, in support of this view, the case of Liversidge v. Anderson
[1942] A.C. 206 and Robinson v. Minister of Town and Country Planning cited above.

The third case was Point of Ayr Collieries Ltd. v. Lloyd George [1943] 2 All E.R. 546 . The question
there was whether the decision of the Minister under the Defence (General) Regulations to take
control of the appellants' undertaking on the grounds that it appeared to him that in the interests of the
defence of the realm, etc., it was necessary to do so could be challenged. It was held that the courts
had no jurisdiction to interfere with what was an *362 admittedly bona fide decision of the Minister
within his delegated authority, and that his actions could be questioned only in Parliament. It is clear
from the report that the challenge was on what would today be described as general Wednesbury
grounds. I was referred to the passage, which I need not cite, in the judgment of Lord Greene M.R. on
page 547 between letters B and G. It came as no surprise that Mr. Richards conceded that the
language was perhaps somewhat extreme in today's climate: but it was, he said, indicative of how
provisions of this sort were then construed by the courts, and indicated what Parliament must have
had in mind when enacting the provisions of the 1946 Act.

Mr Richards, concluding his argument on this part of the case, submitted that there were good
reasons why Parliament should have been content that no challenge to the decision to give a
certificate should be made provided that the relevant procedural requirements had been followed, or,
if they had not, that no substantial prejudice had been suffered. This was because:

(1) the certificate was in effect only a procedural ruling not in itself authorising compulsory
purchase but merely determining the procedure by which authorisation might be given.
Moreover, the issue of the certificate did not exclude consideration of the matters to which it
relates when the issue whether an order should be confirmed arises for decision. Its only
effect was to determine whether special Parliamentary procedure was required;

(2) the restriction on challenges to a certificate does not exclude a challenge to the
substantive decision that the land should be acquired if that decision itself is said to be
unreasonable;
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(3) the prerequisite to a certificate is that the Secretary of State should be satisfied on
certain matters, which are matters of pure judgment for him. Provided he satisfies himself in
the terms of the section then he has complied with the requirements of the Act and
Parliament did not intend his judgment to be impeached, in particular on Wednesbury
principles. This approach excludes all the applicants' challenges, because the matter was
simply left to the opinion of the Secretary of State. This is reflected in Lord Reid's speech in
East Elloe where he says that he cannot conceive of a certificate being ultra vires : and
reflects the prevailing philosophy in 1946. In this connection, Mr. Richards relied on a
passage in the speech of Lord Wilberforce in Secretary of State for Education and Science
v. Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council [1977] A.C. 1014 at page 1047, where he said,
“Sections in this form may, no doubt, exclude judicial review on what is or has become a
matter of pure judgment.”

However, Mr. Pleming urged me to have regard to the context of this observation, and I cite the
relevant paragraph from the speech:

“(2) The section is framed in 'subjective' form—if the Secretary of State 'is satisfied.' This
form of section is quite well known, and at first sight might seem to exclude judicial review.
Sections in this form may, no doubt, exclude judicial review on what is or has become a
matter of pure judgment. But I do not think that they go further than that. If a judgment
requires, before it can be made, the existence of some facts, then, although the evaluation
of those facts is for the Secretary of State alone, the court must inquire whether those facts
exist, and have been *363 taken into account, whether the judgment has been made upon
a proper self-direction as to those facts, whether the judgment has not been made upon
other facts which ought not to have been taken into account. If these requirements are not
met, then the exercise of judgment, however bona fide it may be, becomes capable of
challenge: see Secretary of State for Employment v. ASLEF (No. 2) [1972] 2 Q.B. 455 , per
Lord Denning M.R. at page 493.”

Taken in context, it seems to me that Lord Wilberforce's statement provides support for the applicants
rather than the respondents. Moreover, as to the first argument mentioned above, of which the
second is essentially a development, I am sceptical as to the contention that the certificate is only a
procedural ruling. If regard is had to the purport of Part III of the Act, it is I think clear that its intention
is to place severe restrictions on the compulsory acquisition of certain special categories of land,
which in the main may not be acquired save after special Parliamentary procedure. In the case of
section 19, there is a defined exception to the necessity for special Parliamentary procedure. While it
is perfectly true that the granting of a certificate does not mean that a compulsory purchase order will
necessarily be confirmed, it is the only means by which it can be made without special Parliamentary
procedure being invoked. The decision of the Minister on the question of issuing a certificate is,
accordingly, crucial and cannot in my view properly be belittled by being described as only
procedural.

Mr Pleming, responding to the arguments on jurisdiction, began by pointing out that they were based
essentially on East Elloe and three cases decided round about the time of the 1946 Act, said to
support the submission that the judicial attitude in the 1940s to challenge to the expression of
satisfaction by a Minister was very restricted and that the 1981 Act ought to be similarly interpreted.
This approach, he argued, disregarded major developments in the law since the 1940s.

Mr. Pleming categorised these developments under three specific heads, for each of which he cited
one of what he suggested were the three most important authorities in this field:

(1) the decision-maker can no longer take refuge behind a provision which requires only
that he should be satisfied of certain matters in order to escape judicial scrutiny, when the
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alleged satisfaction is said to be flawed on Wednesbury grounds. In this context he relies on
Secretary of State for Education and Science v. Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council ;

(2) words which purport to exclude the jurisdiction of the courts are to be interpreted
restrictively, so as to preserve access if possible: see Anisminic Ltd. v. Foreign
Compensation Commission [1969] 2 A.C. 147 ;

(3) a discretion is vested in a decision-maker to further the intention of Parliament as
expressed in the relevant statutory provisions, and should not be used to frustrate
Parliament's intention by misconstruction: Padfield v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food [1968] A.C. 997 . The policy of the Act, he argues, is that there should in such cases
as this be special Parliamentary procedure unless there is equal advantage and the
Minister is so satisfied.

Referring first to Tameside , Mr. Pleming cited and relied on the whole of *364 the paragraph from
Lord Wilberforce's speech which I have already cited. He also drew attention to a passage on the
following page:

“What the Secretary of State is entitled, by a direction if necessary, to ensure is that such
disruptions are not 'unreasonable,' i.e. greater than a body, elected to carry out a new
programme, with which the Secretary of State may disagree, ought to impose upon those for
whom it is responsible. After all, those who voted for the new programme, involving a change of
course, must also be taken to have accepted some degree of disruption in implementing it.

The ultimate question in this case, in my opinion, is whether the Secretary of State has given
sufficient, or any, weight to the particular factor in the exercise of his judgment.”

Next, Mr. Pleming cited the well-known passage in the speech of Lord Diplock at page 1064F:

“The very concept of administrative discretion involves a right to choose between more than one
possible course of action upon which there is room for reasonable people to hold differing
opinions as to which is to be preferred. It has from beginning to end of those proceedings been
properly conceded by counsel for the Secretary of State that his own strong preference and that
of the government of which he is a member for non-selective entry to all secondary schools is not
of itself a ground upon which he could be satisfied that the Tameside council would be acting
unreasonably if they gave effect to their contrary preference for the retention of selective entry to
the five grammar schools in their area. What he had to consider was whether the way in which
they proposed to give effect to that preference would, in the light of the circumstances as they
existed on June 11, 1976, involve such interference with the provision of efficient instruction and
training in secondary schools in their area that no sensible authority acting with due appreciation
of its responsibilities under the Act could have decided to adopt the course which the Tameside
council were then proposing.

It was for the Secretary of State to decide that. It is not for any court of law to substitute its own
opinion for his; but it is for a court of law to determine whether it has been established that in
reaching his decision unfavourable to the council he had directed himself properly in law and had
in consequence taken into consideration the matters which upon the true construction of the Act
he ought to have considered and excluded from his consideration matters that were irrelevant to
what he had to consider: see Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v. Wednesbury
Corporation [1948] 1 K.B. 223 , per Lord Greene M. R. at page 229 . Or, put more compendiously
the question for the court is, did the Secretary of State ask himself the right question and take
reasonable steps to acquaint himself with the relevant information to enable him to answer it
correctly?”

Mr. Pleming also relies on a passage in the judgment of Lord Denning M.R. in the same case in the
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Court of Appeal, to be found at page 1024G:

“So far as 'satisfied' is concerned, it is suggested—and was suggested by the chief officers of the
local authority on June 21, 1976—that once the Secretary of State said that he was 'satisfied' his
decision could not *365 be challenged in the courts unless it was shown to have been made in
bad faith. We were referred by Mr. Bingham to Liversidge v. Anderson [1942] A.C. 206 , where
Lord Atkin drew attention to cases where the Defence Regulations required the Secretary of
State to be 'satisfied' of something or other. Lord Atkin said at page 233: 'In all these cases it is
plain that unlimited discretion is given to the Secretary of State, assuming as everyone does that
he acts in good faith,' to which I would add a similar passage by Somervell L.J. in In re City of
Plymouth (City Centre) Declaratory Order 1946: Robinson v. Minister of Town and Country
Planning [1947] K.B. 702 , 721. Those statements were made, however, in relation to regulations
in war time or immediately after the war when the decisions of the executive had to be
implemented speedily and without question. That was pointed out by Lord Radcliffe in Nakkuda
Ali v. Jayaratne [1951] A.C. 66 , 73. Those statements do not apply today. Much depends on the
matter about which the Secretary of State has to be satisfied. If he is to be satisfied on a matter
of opinion, that is one thing. But if he has to be satisfied that someone has been guilty of some
discreditable or unworthy or unreasonable conduct, that is another.”

It is quite clear in my judgment that Mr. Pleming is correct when he says that in the light of this
decision the three authorities on which Mr. Richards relies are of limited value. They may show what
the attitude was in the 1940s: but Tameside shows that different notions are applicable today. They
certainly give no indication of what Parliament's contention was in relation to an Act passed in 1981,
even an Act passed in terms for practical purposes identical to the predecessor Act in 1946. I should
say, in passing, however, that the concluding words in the judgment of Lord Denning M.R. do suggest
that the courts will be less ready to be persuaded to interfere in cases where satisfaction depends
solely on questions of opinion.

In support of this part of his argument, Mr. Pleming also made reference to Sir William Wade's work
where, between pages 727 and 729, the author discusses the effect of Anisminic . I quote only a few
sentences, which give the flavour of the passage:

“. . . Farwell L.J. in the Shoreditch Case [1910] 2 K.B. 859 at 880 . . . said that subjection to the
jurisdictional control of the High Court was 'a necessary and inseparable incident to all tribunals
of limited jurisdiction.' That passage was quoted with approval in the Anisminic case as correctly
expressing the fundamental principle which maintains a coherent and orderly legal system.

. . .

Encouraged perhaps by these successes, the courts have now gone to the length of making
ouster clauses meaningless, inconsistent though this is with the constitutional position of the
judiciary. There can surely be no more striking illustration of the potentialities of judicial review.”

It is interesting to note, and my attention was drawn to this, that in the succeeding passage, from
page 729 to 731, Sir William Wade discusses the parallel statutory intervention effected by the
Tribunals and Inquiries Act 1971, section 14 , of which provides that any provision in an Act passed
before August 1, 1958, that an order or determination shall not be called into question in any court, or
any provision in such an Act which by similar words *366 excludes any of the powers of the High
Court, shall not have effect so as to prevent the removal of the proceedings into the High Court by
order of certiorari or to prejudice the powers of the High Court to make orders of mandamus. The
author suggests, with citation of authority, that a clause in a post—1958 Act which substantially
re-enacts a pre—1958 clause will be treated as pre—1958 within this section. He distinguishes total
from partial ouster clauses, however, instancing in particular those under the Planning Act in relation
to enforcement notices, which he says are enforced without judicial resistance since they do not
purport to protect any excess or abuse of power. Mr. Pleming, while not I think going so far as to
suggest that the terms of the Act overrode the restrictive provisions with which this case is concerned,
relies on the provisions of the 1971 Act to re-enforce his submission as to the current approach to
such restrictions.

Mr. Pleming, developing his submissions and emphasising that the words of Parker L. J. in the Court
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of Appeal in East Elloe were obiter and that the point on which the case was decided in the House of
Lords does not touch the present case, pointed out that if the Secretary of State's construction of
section 23 be correct, it ascribed to Parliament a somewhat bizarre intention. Why should it be, he
asks, that Parliament should be content to entrust the substantive decision to the Secretary of State,
but not trust the Secretary of State to follow the correct procedure? That cannot have been the
intention of Parliament. In support of that contention, Mr. Pleming refers to the terms of the Local
Government Act 1933 , the predecessor of the 1946 Act. In section 162(1) it is provided that any
person aggrieved by a compulsory purchase order may, within a certain time, apply to the High Court
and that:

“if upon any such application the court are satisfied that the order is invalid, and, where the
invalidity of the order arises from a failure to comply with any provision governing the procedure
for the making or confirmation thereof, are further satisfied that the interests of the applicant have
been substantially prejudiced by that failure, the court may quash the order . . .”

It is significant, Mr. Pleming suggests, that the 1946 Act and the 1981 Act, with their different wording,
do not speak of “any provision governing . . . procedure” but of “. . . any relevant requirement of this
Act.” This, he argues, plainly shows that the intention was not to limit the 23(2)( b ) challenge to
procedural matters. He gives further examples, which I need not rehearse, of the suggested absurdity
of attributing to Parliament the intention so to limit challenges to the issue of a certificate.

In considering all of these arguments, and those of Mr. Morgan on behalf of Greenwich, to which I am
about to refer, it seems to me that it is essential never to lose sight of the fact that section 23 does
differentiate between challenges to compulsory purchase orders and challenges to certificates, and
that it must be that, since compulsory purchase orders figure in both subsection (1) and subsection
(2), the ambit of challenge to such orders is wider than that available in the case of certificates.
Moreover, the distinction must involve something more than the requirement to show substantial
prejudice. The key to this case, resides in identifying why that distinction, carried into the 1981 Act
from the 1946 Act, where it was introduced, was made.

Mr. Morgan, whose arguments not surprisingly broadly conformed with *367 those of Mr. Pleming,
put the matter in a way which I found helpful and persuasive. He reminded me of the tremendous
developments that there have been in administrative law since 1946, and in particular of the fact that
Anisminic can be said to have abolished the distinction previously recognised between errors of law
within and those outside jurisdiction—see per Lord Diplock in In re Racal Communication Ltd. [1981]
A.C. 374 at 383 and in O'Reilly v. Mackman [1983] 2 A.C. 237 at 278. With this development in mind,
Mr. Morgan submits, it becomes clear that the provisions in the 1946 Act equivalent to section 23(1)
were intended to apply to decisions which were ultra vires in the meaning of that term in 1946— ultra
vires in the old strict sense—and the provisions equivalent to section 23(2) were intended to apply to
something less than ultra vires in that old sense, but plainly to something more than a mere
procedural defect—that is to say to a failure to comply with the requirements of the Act.

Mr. Morgan and Mr. Pleming, consistently with this argument, interpret Lord Reid's observation in
East Elloe that he could not see how a certificate could be ultra vires , not in the sense which Mr.
Richards gives to those words—that mistakes by a Minister cannot be reviewed—but in the sense
that, since the prerequisite of a certificate is the existence of a compulsory purchase order, and a
certificate never would be made without there being such an order, a certificate would never be
outside the powers of the Act in that strict sense. This explains why prejudice is not necessary to a
challenge under section 23(1), because a decision ultra vires in the narrow sense was absolutely void
with or without intervention by the court, and the court could never refuse to pronounce upon the
invalidity of such a decision so the question of prejudice was irrelevant. On the other hand, a decision
successfully challenged under section 23(2) would have been regarded in 1946 as not void but
voidable, and thus requiring the intervention of the court. Accordingly, it was perfectly logical to
provide that the remedy of quashing the decision should not be available in the absence of some
significant prejudice.

Mr. Morgan and Mr. Pleming recognise that Parker L.J., in his judgment in East Elloe in the Court of
Appeal, appears to have accepted that section 23(2) was concerned with procedural defects only,
but, as I have already pointed out, these observations are conceded to be obiter and both counsel
submit that they should not be followed, since plainly section 23(2) has a wider ambit. They
emphasise that the matters complained of by the applicants are all examples of failure to comply with
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relevant requirements of the Act, namely those in section 19(1)( a ). Mr. Pleming disputes the
suggestion made by Mr. Richards that it was merely as a matter of lip service that his clients' notice of
motion asserts that the Secretary of State had not complied with the relevant requirements of this
section: that is precisely what is contended.

Mr. Morgan next addresses the question of how Wednesbury (or, in a planning context, Ashbridge )
challenges fit into this statutory scheme. He points out that they were probably not contemplated at
the time of the passing of the 1946 Act and that, over the years, the courts have had difficulty in
categorising them. As an example of the way in which the law has developed he refers to a passage
in the judgment of Lord Denning M.R. in Ex parte Ostler [1977] 1 Q.B. 122 at 133F. Lord Denning was
there considering the provisions of Schedule 2 to the Highways Act 1959 where the *368 two
grounds of challenge available under the 1981 Act are also made available. He said this:

“That is a familiar clause which appears in many statutes or schedules to them. Although the
words appear to restrict the clause to cases of ultra vires or non-compliance with regulations,
nevertheless the courts have interpreted them so as to cover cases of bad faith. On this point the
view of Lord Radcliffe has been accepted (which he expressed in Smith v. East Elloe Rural
District Council [1956] A.C. 736 , 739). In addition, this court has held that under this clause a
person aggrieved—who comes within six weeks—can upset a scheme or order if the Minister has
taken into account considerations which he ought not to have done, or has failed to take into
account considerations which he ought to have done, or has come to his decision without any
evidence to support it, or has made a decision which no reasonable person could make. It was
so held in Ashbridge Investments Ltd. v. Minister of Housing and Local Government [1965] 1
W.L.R. 1320 , and the Minister did not dispute it. It has been repeatedly followed in this court
ever since and never disputed by any Minister. So it is the accepted interpretation. But the
person aggrieved must come within six weeks. That time limit has always been applied.”

Neither in that case, nor in Ashbridge , nor in Fairmount [1976] 1 W.L.R. 1255 , which concerned a
breach of the rules of natural justice, did the court find it necessary to distinguish between the two
grounds: in this latter case it was accepted that a breach of natural justice was both not within the
powers of the Act and a failure to comply with a requirement of the Act. In Gordondale Investments
Ltd. v. Secretary of State for the Environment [1972] 23 P. & C.R. 334 and 340, Lord Denning M.R.,
again dealing with the powers of the court under Schedule 4 to the Housing Act , restated the
Ashbridge principle and continued:

“The proposition thus stated does not distinguish between cases where the order is not within the
powers of the Act, and those where a requirement of the Act has not been complied with. In
nearly every case it is not necessary to distinguish between them because there nearly always is
substantial prejudice to the applicant. But in this case it is material and for this reason: if the
official representation was invalid it was only because a requirement of the Act ( viz. the
requirement of s.42) had not been complied with. So the court will only set the order aside if the
interests of the applicant have been materially prejudiced. It is quite plain that there is no
prejudice whatever to these objectors by reason of any informality or any error in the official
representation. The court therefore will not set the order aside.”

In this case the applicants' challenges take three forms. They are based on construction of the
statute, irrationality and irrelevance. These, it is submitted, all fall more naturally under the second
ground than the first, since all amount to a failure to comply with a requirement of the Act. Thus, it is a
requirement of the Act that the Secretary of State should be satisfied that there is equal advantage. If
the Secretary of State reaches his conclusion on the basis of an error in construing the Act, this
requirement of the Act has not been complied with. Similarly, if he reaches a conclusion irrationally, or
*369 taking into account irrelevant matters, the requirements of the Act have not been complied with.

I find the applicants' arguments persuasive. I confess that I can see no good reason for construing the
words “any relevant requirement . . . of this Act” as applying to procedural matters only. It would, I
consider, be repugnant to common sense and all notions of fairness to attribute to Parliament an
intention to preclude a challenge to the issue of a certificate in, for example, a case where the
Secretary of State has mistakenly found that Exchange Land equal to only half the area of the Order
Land is not less in area than the Order Land. Had Parliament wished to confine challenges to
certificates to purely procedural challenges, it would, as it seems to me, have been a simple matter so
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to provide. There is no binding authority which compels me to hold that the construction advanced by
the Secretary of State is correct and, persuaded as I am by the arguments of the applicants, I reject it.
In my judgment, the court has jurisdiction to entertain these applications; and since it is not suggested
that the applicants are unable to show substantial prejudice, I turn to consider the substantive issues.

The grounds of the applicants' challenge

The matter as to which the Secretary of State had to be satisifed before he granted a certificate was
that there would be given in exchange for part of Oxleas Wood other land, not being less in area and
being equally advantageous to the persons, if any, entitled to rights of common or other rights, and to
the public, and the land given in exchange would be vested in the persons in whom Oxleas Wood
was vested and subject to the like rights trusts and incidents as attached to Oxleas Wood.

It will be convenient, first, to mention those matters which are not in issue and to deal with some
points of construction which are the subject of controversy.

It is accepted that the Exchange Land is of slightly greater area. It is accepted that Oxleas Wood is an
open space—that is to say “land . . . used for the purposes of public recreation.” No point has arisen
in relation to the vesting of the Exchange Land, or as to the rights trusts and incidents which will be
attached to it. By the end of the case it was common ground that the material date for purposes of
satisfaction was the date of acquisition of the Order Land rather than the date of the certificate.

There was some argument about what was meant by “the public.” Does it mean the public at large, or
that section of the public which presently enjoys the land to be acquired? The applicants' submission
is that it probably means both. The respondents suggest that there is no limitation in the Act and that
it means the public at large; but contend that the point is of no significance in the present case. All
sides seem to agree that there must be some sort of limitation, because it would be absurd to suggest
that a piece of woodland a hundred miles away could qualify for a certificate.

It occurred to me after the conclusion of the argument that the words “equally advantageous to the
persons, if any, entitled to rights of common or other rights,” are in the context capable of applying, in
an open space case, to the persons actually enjoying the open space for purposes of recreation.
There is no reason, it seems to me, for construing “rights of common or other rights” as applying only
to “a common . . . or fuel or field garden allotment.” It can, I think, be said that persons enjoying a
public open space for purposes of recreation have rights. If that be correct, then the reference *370
to the public must be to the public at large. However, whether or not this construction be correct, my
conclusion is that equal advantage to the public must involve a consideration primarily of those
members of the public who enjoy or might ordinarily be expected to enjoy the advantages of the open
space, but may also include, as an ingredient in the equation, benefits to the public at large.

There is then an important dispute as to the proper construction of “equal advantage.” The applicants
contend that it is necessary to look at the way the public enjoy all aspects of the Order Land and to
see whether, in those respects, the Exchange Land is equally advantageous to them. The Secretary
of State says that this is too restrictive and that it is permissible to balance the loss of one type of
benefit with the gain of another. The point can best be illustrated by an example that I put in the
course of the argument: if, in an area well supplied with public open spaces consisting of woodland
but very short of public open spaces being used as playing fields, it was proposed to acquire a piece
of woodland and give in exchange a (perhaps larger) piece of ground suitable for use as playing field,
could the Secretary of State properly certify? To this question the applicants gave an emphatic “No”
and the respondents an equally emphatic “Yes.”

In resolving this matter I must, of course, disregard the fact that in the present case the Secretary of
State appears to have considered it incumbent on him to attempt to replicate as far as possible the
features of ancient woodland to be found in Oxleas Wood. I must also, it seems to me, construe the
phrase “equally advantageous” in the context of the section as a whole, and in the light of my
conclusion as to the meaning of “the public.” I must also remind myself that there is an important
argument that is not available to the respondents—namely that the applicants' construction would
preclude the making of a compulsory purchase order for special categories of land in any case where
the Order and the Exchange Land did not afford identical advantages—because in such a case the
Secretary of State would have recourse to Parliamentary procedure.

Giving, I hope, proper weight to all these considerations, I have reached the clear conclusion that the
strict approach for which the applicants contend cannot be correct. I find nothing in the wording of the
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section to justify it. Moreover, it seems to me likely that Parliament would have intended to permit a
degree of flexibility, leaving it to the Secretary of State to judge whether advantages of one sort could
be offset against advantages of a different sort.

This is, as I have already implied, an important conclusion: but its importance must not be
over-emphasised. In particular, while I have disregarded for the purpose of construing what the
section means what the Secretary of State appears to have considered necessary in this case, the
fact is that he did consider it necessary: so when it comes to the substantive attack on his decision,
the propriety of his certifying must be judged with that in mind.

A related and in the context of this case even more important point on “equally advantageous” is
whether the consideration is or is not limited to benefits which the public may derive from the
Exchange Land at the moment of exchange. This goes to the heart of the applicants' case, because
they submit that as a matter of law the Secretary of State cannot certify in a case where, at the date
of exchange, the land is not then equally advantageous, on the basis that it will become so at some
time in the future. *371 The Secretary of State, on the other hand, submits that future as well as
present benefits may be taken into account although the weight to be given to future benefits is a
matter for the judgment of the Secretary of State. The argument does not—in the light of the use in
section 19(1) of the present tense could not—involve the simple proposition that the Secretary of
State may issue a certificate even if satisfied that at the date of the exchange the land is not equally
advantageous, on the basis that at some future time it will become so. What it involves is that the
Secretary of State may be satisfied of equal advantage at the date of exchange on the basis that
advantages which he is satisfied the Exchange Land will have in the future mean that it is equally
advantageous to users of the Order Land and the public at large at the date of exchange.

An example will illustrate the point. Suppose the Order Land has two football pitches on it, in an area
where such facilities are in short supply. There is offered in exchange a somewhat larger area on
which there is presently one football pitch, and on which the acquiring authority undertakes within 12
months of the exchange to build three more. Is it open to the Secretary of State to certify that the
exchange land is equally advantageous? It seems to me that it must be.

That example, however, involves balancing future enhancement against present detriment in
advantage. Given the use of the present tense in subsection (1), it would not, I think, be open to the
Secretary of State to certify that, all other things being equal, the acquisition of two football pitches a
year hence could balance in advantage the loss of two football pitches presently enjoyed.

I accept another submission made by Mr. Richards to the effect that the obligation of the Secretary of
State when considering the problem of equal advantage to the public, which necessarily involves
balancing the advantages of one parcel of land against those of the other, is to put into the scales on
the side of the Order Land not every advantageous feature which it has, but only those features which
bear on the use and enjoyment which the public derive from it. The Order Land may be advantageous
for reasons unconnected with public recreation and such advantageous are irrelevant. The same
considerations apply so far as the Exchange Land is concerned.

I should explain the limits of Mr. Richard's submission. He does not for a moment suggest that
because the Secretary of State has found that the main recreational use of Oxleas Wood is for
informal walking, all that need be considered is the advantage of having somewhere to walk. He
expressly accepts that the characteristics of ancient woodland may enhance enjoyment for public
recreation; that the features which have lead to its being declared as SSSI may do the same; but he
rightly emphasises that it is important to distinguish between recreation on the one hand and
ecological interests on the other, and to recognise that the assessment of equal advantage is not the
assessment of equal ecological advantage but an assessment in terms of public recreation. Mr.
Pleming and Mr. Morgan do not, I think, really quarrel with this contention.

On the other hand, I also accept the submission made by Mr. Pleming and Mr. Morgan already
foreshadowed in my summary of the issues arising in this case, to the effect that in considering equal
advantage the Secretary of State is obliged to take account in connection with the Exchange Land of
detriment to the public in relation to the use of that land that will accrue by virtue of the proposals.
This point could be put another way, by saying that *372 he is obliged to take into account the fact
that rights of access for purposes of public recreation are already enjoyed over the Exchange Land. If
the proposal were to take land already in public ownership and enjoyed for recreational purposes, and
to substitute for it land in private ownership but over which the public already enjoyed extensive public
rights of way affording roughly equivalent recreational access, it could not sensibly be contended that
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the requirements of the section were satisfied.

I think it may be helpful if I summarise in a single paragraph what, in the light of all the conclusions at
which I have arrived on the issues of construction which I have had to determine, I conceive to be the
correct interpretation of the requirements of section 19(1) as to the granting of certificates.

In a case where the Exchange Land has not yet been given, the appropriate time for the
comparison is the time when the exchange will take place. The Secretary of State must be
satisfied that at that date the Exchange Land is equally advantageous to the users of the Order
Land and the public at large. It is permissible when deciding whether at the date of exchange the
Exchange Land will be equally advantageous to have regard to predicted future developments or
occurrences which it is intended or anticipated will affect either or both parcels. It is not, however,
permissible to approach the equation on the basis that such future developments will result in
Exchange Land, not equally advantageous at the date of exchange, becoming equally
advantageous at some future date. The frame within which equal advantage has to be assessed
is that dictated by the nature of the public enjoyment of the Order Land: but, within that frame,
there need not be precise correspondence between the advantages attaching to each parcel.
The extent to which the public presently enjoy advantages over the Exchange Land is also
material.

Before turning to the main ground of challenge, I must deal with a problem in relation to evidence.
There are before me a large number of affidavits filed on behalf of the applicants. I have read them,
although it is fair to say that they have in the main been little referred to during the hearing. For the
most part they do not more than that which is conceded to be legitimate—to show what material was
or was likely to have been before the Secretary of State when he made his decision. It is, however,
conceded by the applicants that the evidence in the affidavit of Dr. Rackham was not before the
Inspector or the Secretary of State, and that accordingly, if it is to be relied on, there must be some
cogent justification for its introduction at this state. I was referred, in this connection, to a passage in
the judgment of Dunn L.J. in R. v. Secretary of State for the Environment, Ex P. Powis [1981] 1
W.L.R. 584 at 595G and 597F. The effect of that passage is that fresh evidence should be admitted
on an application for judicial review in order to show what material was before the Secretary of State
or tribunal, to decide a question of fact where jurisdiction depended on it, to enquire into a procedural
error, or where proceedings were tainted by misconduct of the Secretary of State or inferior tribunal.

The basis on which Mr. Pleming contends that Dr. Rackham's evidence should be admitted is set out
in paragraph 2 of the latter's affidavit, where he deposes to the fact that counsel for the Department of
Transport defended the competence of the Department's ecological witness, Professor *373
Mellanby, by quoting in argument from a document written by Dr. Rackham in which he said: “I have
the highest regard for Professor Mellanby's qualities as a scholar and for his services to
conservation.” The concern felt by the applicants, and indeed by Dr. Rackham himself, was that this
comment by counsel might have led the Inspector to believe that Dr. Rackham was endorsing
Professor Mellanby's views on the practicability of re-creating ancient woodland on the Exchange
Land: whereas in truth, as his affidavit shows, Dr. Rackham's regard for Professor Mellanby as a
scholar is based on his achievements in areas other than the matter of ancient woodlands.

Mr. Pleming contends that the Secretaries of State have brought this application for the admission of
evidence on their own heads, and should not resist it. They invited the Inspector to rely on Dr.
Rackham's supposed endorsement of Professor Mellanby and if (which in what was plainly a very
close run decision the Inspector may have done with decisive effect) he allowed himself to be
influenced by this supposed endorsement, he should at least have given an opportunity for Dr.
Rackham's true views to be presented.

I have concluded that the application to admit the evidence of Dr. Rackham falls within the categories
adumbrated by Dunn L.J. and that I ought to admit it. Having said that, what it comes to is that Dr.
Rackham does not support Professor Mellanby and has expressed the view that, whereas an attempt
to re-create ancient woodland may be valuable as an experiment, it cannot succeed and the result
would be no more than a pastiche or forgery. Given that the Secretary of State has made it clear that
he does not and never has contended that all the features of ancient woodland can be replicated, this
evidence is not likely to be decisive to the outcome of the present applications, unless the very point
that the Inspector and/or the Secretary of State may have been misled upon a supposition as to what
Dr. Rackham's views were is made out. I am not persuaded that it is.
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In so far as the other voluminous evidence filed on behalf of the applications is concerned, I consider
that in the main it does fulfil the purpose of showing what material was before the Inspector: and in so
far as it goes beyond that I disregard it.

The applicants' substantive challenges to the certificate can be summarised under three heads:

(1) On the facts accepted by the Secretary of State, was it as a matter of law open to him to
conclude that at the date when Woodlands Farm is to be given in exchange for the swathe of
Oxleas Wood required for the ELRC it will be equally advantageous for those who at present
enjoy that portion of Oxleas Wood for public recreation and to the public at large?

(2) If, as a matter of law, it was open to the Secretary of State so to conclude, was his
conclusion unreasonable in the Wednesbury/Ashbridge sense?

(3) (a) Was there evidence supporting the Secretary of State's conclusion “that the fencing
proposed on the Exchange Land should not, in practice, restrict public access over [it] to a
significantly greater extent than that to which Oxleas Wood is now restricted by undergrowth” ;
and if not, (b) was that conclusion unreasonable in the Wednesbury sense?

*374

There is a degree of overlap between these contentions, but they must nevertheless be considered
separately. However, since plainly a finding on (3)(a) may be material to (1) and (2), it will be
convenient to consider that ground first. Before doing so, however, I must refer to some submissions
of law made by Mr. Richards as to the correct approach to challenges of this sort.

Mr. Richards submitted that where the power to act depends on whether the Secretary of State is
satisfied of certain matters, and it is accepted (as I have accepted) that the provision conferring that
power does not give him an absolute discretion, the court may intervene only if (a) no grounds exist
which are capable of supporting his view or (b) he has misdirected himself in law. The decision
cannot be impugned if he made “an unsustainable evaluation of the evidence” or if he made an “error
of fact or inference from fact” (the quoted words are taken from Mr. Morgan's skeleton argument). Mr.
Richards argues that the applicants are extending an impermissible invitation to the court to treat this
as an appeal on the merits and substitute its own view for that of the Secretary of State on matters
which Parliament entrusted to his judgment. In support of these propositions, Mr. Richards cited the
well-known passages from the speech of Lord Brightman in Puhlhofer v. Hillingdon London Borough
Council [1986] A.C. 484 at 518 and from Lord Denning's judgment in Ashbridge [1965] 1 W.L.R. 1320
, neither of which I need set out here. I do, however, cite a passage, also relied on by Mr. Richards,
from Attorney-General v. Reynolds [1980] A.C. 637 . The Privy Council there had to consider
provisions in the Emergency Powers Regulations 1967 affecting the Leeward Islands preceded by the
words “If the Governor is satisfied . . .” Lord Salmon, giving the judgment of the Board, said that
sometimes such words did and sometimes they did not confer on the executive an absolute
discretion, cited Tameside and the provisions of the Education Act 1944 that were considered in that
case, and continued:

“The House of Lords decided that that section's opening words 'If the [Secretary of State] is
satisfied' did not confer an absolute discretion upon him, and that accordingly the court should
exercise its judgment (a) as to whether grounds existed which were capable of supporting the
Secretary of State's decision, and (b) as to whether he had misdirected himself on the law in
arriving at his decision. The House of Lords held that if no such grounds existed or the Secretary
of State had misdirected himself, his decision, however bona fide it was, should be overruled
(see pp. 1047, 1064–1065, 1070 and 1074).”

I should mention that Mr. Richards also cited the following paragraph from Lord Salmon's judgment,
as a useful epitome of the Tameside decision. He relied on these paragraphs as containing what he
described as a succinct and accurate statement of the law relative to determining whether it is
appropriate to overturn a decision involving ministerial discretion.

Mr. Richards then drew attention to a passage in the speech of Lord Templeman in R. v. Independent
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Television Commission, Ex P. TSW Broadcasting Limited(unreported, March 26, 1992) , of which I
was provided with a transcript:

“In the present case, Parliament has conferred powers and discretions and has imposed duties
on the ITC. Parliament has not provided any *375 appeal machinery. Even if the ITC makes
mistakes of fact or mistakes of law, there is no appeal from their decision. The courts have
invented the remedies of judicial review not to provide an appeal machinery but to ensure that
the decision-maker does not exceed or abuse his powers . . . [The] rules of natural justice do not
render a decision invalid because the decision-maker or his advisers makes a mistake of fact or a
mistake of law. Only if the reasons given by the ITC for the decision to reject the application of
TSW disclosed illegality, irrationality or procedural impropriety, then, in accordance with the
speech of Lord Diplock in Council of Civil Service Unions v. the Minister of Civil Service [1985]
A.C. 374 at page 410, and the judgment of Lord Greene M.R. in Associated Provincial
Picturehouses Ltd. v. Wednesbury Corporation [1948] 1 K.B. 223 , 228–229, could the decision
be open to judicial review.”

In so far as these passages emphasise the important distinction between appellate and supervisory
jurisdiction they are of course helpful, and although I hope I do not need the reminder, I take it to
heart. They are not, however, authority for the proposition that a decision can never be impugned on
the ground that the decision-maker in reaching it has placed reliance on a supposed fact or on a
conclusion for which there was no evidence.

Having said that, I am alive to the fact that questions of evaluation and weight are for the
decision-maker and ( Wednesbury unreasonableness apart) it is not for the court to substitute its own
view of the evidence or of the facts for his.

The inquiry under this third head must be whether there is any evidence for the following findings or
conclusions at the end of the Secretary of State's reasons in the Annex to the letter of September 27,
1991, which I have already quoted but which I extract selectively below:

“It is also clear that the undergrowth in the woods is dense and, because of the predominance of
brambles, is frequently impenetrable. The evidence presented on behalf of LB Greenwich, the
body now responsible for management of the woods, shows that there has been a continuous
management policy of utilising the undergrowth to keep visitors to the paths, thereby
safeguarding the more sensitive areas . . .

The result is that access to the present woodlands has been restricted in practice to the network
of paths and rides. The Secretary of State . . . considers that the fencing proposed should not, in
practice, restrict public access over the Exchange Land to a significantly greater extent than that
to which the access over Oxleas Wood is now restricted by undergrowth.”

Mr. Richards relies on the affidavit of Mr. Attwater filed on behalf of the respondents where in
paragraphs 14–19 he summarises the evidence that was available. I in turn summarise it:

First, there was the evidence of Mrs. J.K. Bellamy, the GLC's recreation witness, who said that when
Oxleas Wood was first acquired by the GLC as an open space it was proposed that the layout should
allow for the admission of the public to the greatest possible extent consistent with the preservation of
the woodland, by means of fenced in paths and glades, and that there had initially been fenced areas.
She is recorded as saying that care and *376 management was affected by war time events but that
it could be seen that path access was still fairly well canalised and that there had never been
widespread destruction of the woodland fabric as a consequence of public access—people had
tended to follow the established path network, which nowadays was very firmly established so that
public access seemed to have reached a point of balance with wildlife.

Secondly, while the Secretary of State accepted that for practical purposes the original fences had
disappeared, it appeared to him that there was a substantial body of evidence before the Inquiry to
show that public access to the woodlands remained restricted by undergrowth. An Inquiry document
submitted by the Nature Conservancy Council made repeated references to brambles, as did a
document submitted by Dr. Goldsmith on the ecological value of Oxleas Wood, which contained
reference to a well-developed ground flora with brambles; of particular importance was an Inquiry
document by Joyce Pitt showing that brambles were present on all of the proposed line of the ELRC
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and a further document from the same source describing brambles as being dominant in many parts
of the woodland; yet another document from the Nature Conservancy Council contained references to
brambles throughout; and Appendix 1 to GLC Management Plan showed, as early as 1956–61 that
undergrowth was dense in some areas with several references to brambles, very dense
rhododendron, dense hazel thorn and bramble undergrowth, and dense bramble undergrowth; and a
proof of evidence from Greenwich (Inquiry document 605) contained the statement that “The wood of
mature oak has an extensive network of paths criss-crossing it. In parts a well-developed understorey
. . . makes these informal walks quite contained and interesting, as lateral views are blocked.”

Thirdly, there is an important passage at the end of Dr. Goldsmith's evidence—indeed, the applicants
suggest, rather after the end of his evidence when there was what looks like an almost informal
question addressed to him by the Inspector, more out of curiosity than for the purposes of elucidation,
and when, the applicants argue, it would be unfair to attribute too much weight to his answer. The
Inspector reminded him of the fact that the ground cover was, as he had pointed out, largely, although
not exclusively, brambles and that while that might be a pity from the point of view of persons
venturing into the woods it might in ecological terms be something that should be accepted. Dr.
Goldsmith, who it seemed was alive to the fact that the Department's ecological witnesses had tended
to belittle the importance of the woods because of the prevalence of brambles, seems to have seized
on the opportunity to redress the balance in this regard, and said this:

“. . . it has certain advantageous features. It is an important food plant for a lot of invertebrates for
example. It does give cover to other more sensitive plants and one of the values of the brambles
within Oxleas Wood is, quite simply, that it keeps people to the paths. What we are able to do
with the management that is carried out is keep the bulk of the visitors to the paths where they do
very little damage and we then have a natural fence almost, which is almost a barbed wire fence,
of bramble which safeguards the more sensitive areas.”

Fourthly, there was evidence from a Department of Transport witness, Dr. Gray, to the effect that
although it had frequently been claimed that *377 there was freedom of movement through the
existing woods a great deal of the movement was restricted by the understorey and coppice
vegetation between many footpaths.

Fifthly, there was what the Inspector (who of course had himself visited the woods) had said in his
report. In paragraph 73.2.13 he was discussing a conflict of evidence as to the length of time that
would be required before the public could be admitted to the new woodlands on the Exchange Land
and he said:

“If as suggested by Professor Mellanby brambles would be encouraged to keep people out, that
would be tantamount to keeping the fences; brambles in Oxleas Wood are generally low enough
to walk through.”

This last sentence is much relied on by the applicants; but it is rightly pointed out that it is not included
in the Inspector's specific findings of fact and that it has to be considered in its context.

The applicants' case on this matter is summarised very persuasively in paragraphs 17–26 of the
affidavit of Mr. David Higham, filed on behalf of Greenwich. He draws attention to the fact that it was
common ground that the public had the right of access to all parts of Oxleas Wood and that there was
a good deal of evidence that this right was exercised. In particular, Professor Mellanby agreed that “a
good deal of the wood is fairly open” ; the evidence of the Ramblers Association was to the effect that
one could strike out freely through the woodland at will and did not have to stick to the footpaths; and
the evidence of the Department of Transport in rebuttal of this evidence was that “It is of course true
that one can walk more or less anywhere off the marked tracks although from an ecological point of
view this is hardly desirable.”

Mr. Higham also points out that there was really no evidence of a continuous management policy of
using the undergrowth to keep visitors to the paths—indeed the London Borough of Greenwich only
took over the woods midway through the second Inquiry. He suggests, moreover, that it is significant
that no such claim was put forward by the Department of Transport at the Inquiry and that really the
only source of it is Dr. Goldsmith. The suggestion is, as I have indicated already, that it was quite
unreasonable to treat this general statement as the foundation for the conclusions which the
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Secretary of State expresses; and in any event Dr. Goldsmith is talking only of safeguarding “the most
sensitive areas.” As to the GLC, Mr. Higham says that the only evidence that there was such a policy
was of a statement of intention many, many years ago.

The relevant questions that I have to consider on this part of the case are (i) whether it can be said
there was no evidence on which the Secretary of State could reach the conclusions he had reached
about access to the Order Land; and if not, (ii) whether it can be said that his conclusion was
nevertheless so unreasonable that no reasonable Secretary of State could, on the evidence that he
did have, have reached it. It is not for me to say whether his conclusion was against the weight of the
evidence, let alone to express my own views as to what the position is—views inevitably aided to
some extent by the excellent photographs that I have seen. I have to take into account the
submission that was made that the Secretary of State was differing from a factual finding of his
Inspector, who had seen the position in the woods and described the brambles as being generally low
enough to walk through. The assessment and interpretation of the evidence was for the *378
Secretary of State, and I have concluded that there certainly was evidence upon which he could
legitimately reach the views which he did reach. Nor do I think that in any true sense he was differing
from a finding of fact by the Inspector, whose laconic observation on the subject of brambles did not
in my judgment amount to a finding of fact that can be said to contradict the Secretary of State's
conclusions. I accept, of course, that if a meticulous analysis is made of every word in the relevant
part of the Secretary of State's reasons, one can point to matters of emphasis which are arguably
unsupported by evidence: but looking at the matter in the round, and for the reasons I have given, I
conclude that there was evidence to support the conclusions of the Secretary of State on this matter.

Given that there was some evidence, can it be said that the Secretary of State's conclusion was
unreasonable in the Wednesbury sense? In addressing this question, in the present context and in
connection with the first main ground of challenge, I shall be guided by Lord Lowry's exegesis of
Wednesbury unreasonableness in Ex parte Brind [1991] 1 A.C. 696 at 764H to 766C; and in particular
by these words:

“It also explains the emphatic language which judges have used in order to drive home the
message and the necessity, as judges have seen it, for the act to be so unreasonable that no
reasonable minister, etc., would have done it. In that strong, and necessary, emphasis lies the
danger. The seductive voice of counsel will suggest (I am not thinking specifically of the present
case) that, for example, ministers, who are far from irrational and indeed are reasonable people,
may occasionally be guilty of an abuse of power by going too far. And then the court is in danger
of turning its back not only on the vigorous language but on the principles which it was intended
to support. A less emotive but, subject to one qualification, reliable test is to ask, ' Could a
decision-maker acting reasonably have reached this decision?' The qualification is that the
supervising court must bear in mind that it is not sitting on appeal, but satisfying itself as to
whether the decision-maker has acted within the bounds of his discretion.”

Could the Secretary of State on the evidence I have summarised conclude that the fences would not
restrict public access over the Exchange Land to a significantly greater extent than does undergrowth
on the Order Land? To that question I feel compelled to answer: Yes.

The first head of challenge—it was not open to the Secretary of State, as a matter of law, to
certify

The argument advanced by Mr. Pleming, and adopted by Mr. Morgan, to the effect that the Secretary
of State could not in this case be satisfied of equal advantage is put in this way. What the Secretary of
State has done is to compare the Order Land with what the Exchange Land will become in 15 or so
years. His approach implicitly recognises his acceptance of the fact that, without woodland, the
Exchange Land cannot even begin to offer equal advantage. His error has been to treat future
equality of advantage as though it were present equality. Implicit in what he says is his acceptance of
the facts that there will not, and cannot, be equality at the date of exchange. The logic of his position
is that the time lapse between exchange and the achievement of equal advantage is irrelevant—he
could still lawfully be satisfied if the gap were 10, 20 or even 50 years. Mr. Pleming was of course
*379 framing his submissions on the basis of a construction of section 19(1) more favourable than
that which I have accepted as the correct construction. However, in the above summary my intention
has been to adapt those submissions to that construction. Clearly, in my view, if what he asserts can
be made good, then the Secretary of State was indeed approaching the task in the wrong way.
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That the Secretary of State accepted that Oxleas Wood has unique properties which enhance the
public's recreational enjoyment of it is clear. Apart from anything else, it is implicit in the decision to
move soil from Oxleas Wood to Woodlands Farm, and to plant the latter with trees in a way designed
to replicate as many as possible of the features of ancient woodland. It seems to me that I should
accept that this view was correct: and the corollary of it is that the respondent must be able to point to
other advantages which the Secretary of State could legitimately have regarded as counterbalancing
the disadvantages of the delay of 10 to 15 years that will ensure during the established period and the
fact that even at the end of that period what will be provided on the Exchange Land will be only an
imperfect replication of Oxleas Wood.

Mr. Richards submits that there were identified and accepted by the Inspector and the Secretary of
State advantages which it was legitimate to take into account. They are those listed in paragraph
73.2.8 of the Inspector's Report against which he weighed disadvantages identified by the objectors.
There was thus material which the Secretary of State could regard as capable of counterbalancing
the prima facie disadvantages inherent in the offer of open farmland for established woodland. While,
as I shall show, the applicants seek to belittle these other advantages, the Inspector found that they
were not seriously disputed, and the applicants accepted that some at least of them exist and are
relevant. It seems to me, therefore, that the stark challenge based on the assertion that the Secretary
of State could not as a matter of law conclude, on the evidence available to him, that it was open to
him to issue a certificate must fail.

The second way in which the argument under this first head is put is that, even if there was evidence
for consideration on the question of equality of advantage, it is apparent that the Secretary of State
approached his task on the basis that it was legitimate to balance present advantages (to be lost with
the acquisition of the Order Land) against future advantages to accrue after more than 10 years of the
Exchange Land.

There is not, in the Inspector's Report or in the Secretary of State's reasons, any express recognition
of the fact that the section requires a comparison at the date of exchange. It was suggested that the
very fact that the Secretary of State was so concerned with the question of access during the first 10
years is indicative of his appreciation of this requirement, but I do not accept that this is so: his
concern with what was a suggested disadvantage makes no less sense even if he was mistakenly
proceeding on an incorrect basis. However, there is, equally, no express indication that he was
proceeding on such a basis, and the language of both the Inspector and the Secretary of State is
perfectly consistent with their having recognised that a judgment had to be made at the time of
exchange. In the circumstances, I consider that I cannot uphold this second way of putting this
challenge. *380

The second head of challenge—Wednesbury unreasonableness

I begin by noting that, for obvious reasons, my finding in relation to restriction of access by
undergrowth has deprived the applicants of an important plank of their argument under this
head—both in relation to the simple challenge based on irrationality and in relation to the related
argument, based on misapprehension of the evidence/taking into account an irrelevant consideration.
However, there are other arguments on which the applicants rely, which include omission by the
Secretary of State to take account of material matters.

It was submitted for the applicants that the balancing exercise could only sensibly be conducted if the
Secretary of State identified, as at the date of exchange, (i) those features of the Order Land which
constituted its advantages in terms of public recreation; (ii) those advantageous features, on a
sensible and not over-pedantic approach, which would, and those which would not, exist on the
Exchange Land; (iii) any positive disadvantage of the Exchange Land. Approaching the matter in that
way, it is of course entirely possible that a serious deficit in advantage on the basis of a comparison of
(i), (ii) and (iii) would be redressed by factors identified in (iv).

As I have already pointed out, the Secretary of State's implicit recognition that the Exchange Land is
not in its present condition equally advantageous means that he must have found features under (iv)
which in his view made good the deficiency. Did he have regard to the relevant features under the
four heads I have identified, or did he, as the applicants suggest, not put all the right ingredients in the
scales? If relevant features were omitted, or irrelevant features included, were they sufficiently
important to make one conclude that the error may have led the Secretary of State to arrive at an
erroneous result? Even if the Secretary of State took all relevant features into account, was his
conclusion on balance of advantage irrational in Wednesbury terms? These are the questions which I
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must address.

The Inspector did evaluate Oxleas Wood, though I accept Mr. Morgan's submission that in doing so
he did not clearly differentiate between an evaluation for the purpose of a highway decision (the main
topic of his inquiry) and an evaluation for section 19 purposes. What the applicants say is that, in
terms of evaluation for exchange purposes, there was a failure to appreciate the importance of the
Order Land being ancient woodland, with all that that entailed in advantage and enjoyment to those
resorting to it for purposes of recreation. Much attention was devoted to the issue of access during
the initial period after planting the Exchange Land, but no recognition at all given to the fact that, even
after 15 years, it will not provide recreational advantages comparable to those enjoyed in the Order
Land: at best it will after that period, and for many years, be an immature woodland. Moreover, say
the applicants, while the Secretary of State has accepted the findings of fact of the Inspector, he
makes no reference to the facts that the Exchange Land is not likely to achieve any ecological
importance, let alone SSSI status. The features which led the Nature Conservancy Council so to
designate it in 1985 are of particular importance in terms of public recreation.

In considering the Secretary of State's decision it is necessary to remember that the passages from
2.3.4 to 2.3.7, which are concerned almost entirely with the question of access during the early years,
have to be read in the light of the Secretary of State's acceptance of the Inspector's findings of fact
and, save where the contrary is indicated, his conclusions. In those *381 paragraphs he was not,
therefore, giving his only or main reasons for feeling able to certify, but was dealing with and giving
his own conclusions on one aspect which had caused the Inspector particular concern. One needs,
therefore, to turn to the Inspector's report for the full reasons on which the Secretary of State relied.
Taking this document and the Secretary of State's letter together, has there been anything amounting
to the sort of balancing process which it has been suggested must be undertaken?

As to (i), it does seem to me that it must be accepted that the Inspector and the Secretary of State
were thoroughly alive to the peculiar recreational advantages of Oxleas Wood, and to the extent to
which its age, character and flora and fauna enhance those recreational advantages. It is true that
much of what is said about such matters is said in the context of the main topic of the
Inquiry—whether the ELRC should go through Oxleas Wood at all—but it cannot in my view sensibly
be suggested that, when approaching the question of equality of advantage, all these matters would
have been disregarded or forgotten.

As to the second part of the Inquiry, beyond the fact that there would be public access over the
Exchange Land (limited by fencing for at least 10 years) it is difficult to identify any advantages of the
Order Land also enjoyed by the Exchange Land at the time of exchange.

Turning then to positive disadvantages of the Exchange Land, these were the fact that it was not
woodland but green fields; that even after 10 years or more it would still at best be only an immature
plantation; that it required during this initial period to be extensively fenced; that it was separated from
Oxleas Wood by a major road; and that there would be a 5–10 Db noise increase as compared with
the Order Land—a “noticeably higher” level. Also to be included—for want of a better place—under
this head, is that the exchange would result in the loss of some attractive open farm land over which
the public already enjoyed a degree of access.

There thus had to be found significant advantages under the fourth head to redress this plainly
adverse balance, and it is to the list in paragraph 73.2.8 that recourse is necessary. I have already set
out that paragraph.

Mr. Richards submits that the Inspector and the Secretary of State took into account all the
disadvantageous features I have mentioned, balanced against them these nine advantages, and
concluded that there was, just, a balance of advantage in favour of the Exchange Land. He submits
that while judgments on such matters might differ, it is plainly impossible to say that no reasonable
Secretary of State could have reached such a conclusion.

The applicants make the following points about these advantages:

(i) none—with the possible exception of the first—is an advantage over the Order Land:
they are contrasted with the disadvantages of the Exchange Land, and are examples of the
sort of thing that might arise from the acquisition of almost any addition to the reservoir of
publicly-owned land. There has been no proper comparison of advantages and
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disadvantages of the two parcels;

(ii) in the main they will not exist at the date of exchange;

(iii) in truth, the only advantages which would be of any real significance are those
mentioned by the Inspector in paragraph 7.3.1—the remedying of local park deficiency, the
welding together of the Order Land with E5, E6 and a bonus of 0.25 ha. *382 over the
Exchange Land. The rest, it is said, are so minor as to be of no real importance;

(iv) the assertion that the loss of some attractive farm land would be more than
compensated by the public ownership of an attractive area with views over farm land to the
golf course and beyond leaves out of account that the farm land is already enjoyed by the
public to an extent, even though subject to a dispute.

Some of these points are, in the light of my conclusions as to the construction of section 19(1), of
limited force. Thus, the comment that most of the suggested advantages will not exist at the time of
the exchange is not as telling a point as it would be had I accepted the applicants' argument that
future development must be entirely disregarded. However, even on my construction, any advantage
which is only going to exist in the future or develop over a period must, by reason of the delay, be of
less account than it would be if it existed at the date of exchange.

In seeking to resolve these arguments, I reflect that, whenever a decision such as this is subjected to
the analysis and scrutiny which the judicial process requires, or at least provokes, there is a danger
that the court will allow itself to become so much influenced by the procedures which, as an aid to that
analysis, it is suggested should have been adhered to; so trammelled by the progression of logical
questions which, it is argued, the decision-maker maker ought to have posed and answered on his
way to his conclusions; so enmeshed in the matters of detail which the scrutiny has revealed, as to
lose sight of the essential issues. Section 19(1) is, after all, not particularly complicated, and I have
endeavoured to show as much earlier in this judgment. So, while the sort of approach suggested in
the second paragraph under this heading is of course helpful as a tool when one is trying to discover
if the Secretary of State has complied with his obligations under the section, it seems to me to be
fallacious to elevate it to the status of a formal process which he has to observe if his decision is to be
valid. Nor do I think that, for example, such arguments as that he compared the perceived
advantages of the Exchange Land not with the disadvantages of the Order Land but with those of the
Exchange Land itself are of decisive importance—unless of course as a route to showing some error
of approach to the essential question: will B, at the date of exchange, be at least as advantageous as
A to those mentioned in the section? It seems to me that, in seeking to answer that question, it is
quite permissible to use advantages of B to offset the disadvantages of B provided as the final step a
comparison is made in terms of net advantage between A and B.

I also bear in mind, because I accept it, Mr. Richards' argument that judgments as between
competing advantages and disadvantages are, because of the inevitable subjective element, very
much matters of opinion with which the courts should be slow to interfere. Thus, opinions might differ
as to the importance to be attached to the fact that the acquisition of the Exchange Land in this case
will enable a local park deficiency to be corrected and on the weight to be given to the enhanced
facilities that will be enjoyed by those whom the remedying of this deficiency will effect. Perhaps some
people might regard this as a factor of major significance; others might be unimpressed by it. All this
is very different from, for example, a challenge based on an alleged mistake about relative areas.

I refrain from commenting further on the weight of the advantages and *383 disadvantages relied on,
least in doing so I fall into the error of appearing to substitute my own view for that of the Secretary of
State. I have, anxiously and I hope carefully, considered whether, reading the Report and the
Decision Letter in the round and refraining, as I think I must, from adopting a “tooth comb approach,” I
can be satisfied that in making the crucial judgment the Secretary of State left out of account any vital
consideration or significantly misconstrued the evidence, and I have concluded that he is not shown
to have done so. Can it, nevertheless, be said that his decision that there was equality of advantage
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was one which no reasonable Secretary of State could have reached on the evidence before him?
That, as I have endeavoured to show, involves in the last resort considering whether he could have
been satisfied that the nine listed advantages compensated for the manifest disadvantages inherent
in the exchange. I have found that a most difficult question to resolve; but in the end, reminding
myself again of the emphatic language used in so many judgments and epitomised in the passage I
have cited from Lord Lowry's speech in Ex parte Brind , I have concluded that I cannot hold that the
Secretary of State's decision to issue a certificate was unreasonable in the Wednesbury sense. It
follows that these applications must be dismissed.

MR. HOWELL:

My Lord, I would invite you to order that the applicants do pay the costs of the Secretaries of State
resisting both the applications which your Lordship has just dismissed.

MR. GORDON for MR. PLEMING:

On behalf of the individual applicants, may I make four general submissions as to the balancing
exercise that your Lordship might think it appropriate to make? My overall submission, certainly so far
as the individual applicants are concerned, is that there should be no order as to costs.

The four areas that I invite your Lordship to consider are, first of all, the nature of these applicants,
secondly, the nature of the particular proceedings with which this court is concerned on this
application, thirdly, the fact that on what I will call the jurisdiction issue, the applicants were successful
. . .

HUTCHINSON J.:

That was an issue which occupied at least as much time, if not more time, than anything else.

MR. GORDON:

It takes up a lot of pages in your Lordship's judgment. I will come back to that, because that was an
issue taken very late in the day. Finally, the very difficult merits issue, the legal merits issue, as your
Lordship's judgment reveals on page 76, engaged in this case.

Just dealing with those categories in slightly greater detail, first of all the applicants themselves, if
there is any true public interest challenge, in my submission this case involves it. These applicants, as
I am instructed, have absolutely no propriety interest in these proceedings, as is so often the case in
public law litigation. They have incurred considerable time and considerable expense in maintaining
this challenge, which is a challenge which, as I say, affects the wide public.

That brings me to the second point, really which is central to my submissions on costs. The often
cited rule that costs follow the event is, in my submission, designed primarily for civil litigation,
concerning the *384 vindication of private rights. The principle spills over into a lot of public law
litigation as well, because a great many cases in the Crown Office lists, although they may not involve
private rights, nonetheless are cases involving individual interests under the umbrella of a justiciable
public law issue and one can cite by way of example a great many cases in the sphere of
homelessness or even immigration, which are individual grievances, not private rights, but certainly
the wider public is not affected in the same way as it is in certain types of cases. If ever there was a
public interest challenge devoid of private rights, this is such a case. Statutory review often involves
the wider public interest in the way that judicial review sometimes does. Statutory review is principally
directed towards things like compulsory acquisition or compulsory purchase orders and the like, and
this is a case where, on any view, in my submission, the applicants are a minute fraction of the public
affected by the decision of the Secretary of State.

The Law Commission in its recent Consultation Paper makes this point, and I cite it to your Lordship,
it is an observation which must be directed to judicial discretion: “Where an application is brought in
good faith in the public interest unsuccessfully, the applicant should not be obliged to pay the other
side's costs.” In my respectful submission, that is a factor which your Lordship is entitled to balance in
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this case in determining what order to make.

HUTCHINSON J.:

Mr. Gordon, I am not quite sure that I understand your submission that this reflects current law.

MR. GORDON:

My Lord, what I should have said at the outset, suggested to your Lordship is, the way in which costs
are ordered to be paid is a matter of judicial discretion and, in my submission, the Law Commission in
citing that passage is directing observation towards the exercise of discretion. It cannot be a reform
proposal. It is an observation on the way the discretion should operate. All it does is underline my
submission in this case that the nature of these proceedings ought not to reflect the rule in private
rights litigation that costs generally follow the event. I do not cite the Law Commission as an authority.
I simply say that it reflects quite succinctly the manner in which, in my submission, your Lordship's
discretion should operate in this case. That is my second area, the nature of the proceedings
themselves.

The third balancing factor is the fact that a great deal of time, as I am instructed, a great deal of time
in this litigation has been taken up arguing over a jurisdiction issue. I am instructed that there was a
preliminary hearing. Your Lordship will be familiar with that (I am not), at which, if this point was to be
taken, it should have been taken there. It is an issue which apparently was raised in the respondents'
skeleton argument delivered to the applicants on the day of the hearing and, certainly with the benefit
of hindsight, a disproportionate amount of time was spent arguing over the effect of the words
“reasonable requirements in the Act” or words to that effect. All I say is, the applicants were
successful on that issue, it did take a substantial amount of time, and, even on all the costs principles
in private litigation, that form of victory would be reflected in deduction of any costs award. In this area
one often shrinks from saying “would,” because it is a discretion.

Finally, and it is only a balancing factor and I do not put it further than *385 that, on the last page of
your Lordship's judgments reflected the difficulty, even on a Wednesbury argument, the final
resolution. I appreciate the way in which the issue was ultimately decided, an extra factor in the
overall balancing exercise.

My Lord, a costs order against the individual applicants might well have very serious implications.
One accepts that in a great deal of litigation one takes the risks in litigation, particularly in private
litigation. But this is an exceptional kind of case, having regard to the factors of merits, the
circumstances and the complexity of the judgment, it is my submission that the proper order here is
one of no costs.

HUTCHINSON J.:

Mr. Pleming referred to them at one stage in a different context, as having put their heads over the
parapet. It might be said that that can be turned against you, that if you put your head over the
parapet, you must accept the full extent if they wing their way in your direction.

MR. GORDON:

I certainly would not want to find myself hooked as it were on a metaphor used by counsel in a very
seductive way, but all that goes to the fact that, as I think I have accepted, in a great many areas of
litigation, taking the risks involves risking consequences.

HUTCHINSON J.:

Perhaps we might change the metaphor slightly, by saying that it can be said that it was carrying the
flag for a very large and very concerned part of the public who were interested, and a real interest and
concern for this particular part of the country.
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MR. GORDON:

Yes, and carrying that flag ought not, in my submission, result in execution as it were.

HUTCHINSON J.:

Can I put another matter to you before you sit down? Is it not really against Mr. Morgan's clients that
your application is directed, or possibly? I do not know what he is going to say, but you cannot ask for
more than no order for costs?

MR. GORDON:

I cannot.

HUTCHINSON J.:

I am conscious I have not heard Mr. Morgan. He may persuade me no order for costs should be
made at all. Supposing the result were to order costs against one of the applicants only, and it is the
council, the result of that is, the respondents will get their costs. The council instead of bearing half
the costs will bear all the costs.

MR. GORDON:

Yes. But there is, as I have indicated, a public interest nature, and there is a difference between
individuals litigating in the public interest and two public bodies in conflict in the public interest. There
is a conceptual difference in my submission.

HUTCHINSON J.:

I know what Mr. Howell is looking at, I suspect what it is, which is to remind us that there are two
separate applications here. I do not know what he is going to say. It occurs to me, the fact that there
are two applications may be . . . *386

MR. GORDON:

Certainly it is no part of my task to make any application my learned friend Mr. Morgan may make
easier or more difficult, but so far as individual applicants are concerned, the principles that I have
submitted to your Lordship, the balancing factors, go to their application alone and are not in any way
directed towards the other applicant.

HUTCHINSON J.:

It may be that I was wrong, the true position is where there are two applications, if there is no order
for costs as to one, an order for costs against the other, they get in effect half their costs.

MR. GORDON:

I also ought to remind your Lordship, and remind myself, that there are two legally-aided clients
amongst the nine individual applicants, and they are Black and Currie. They are legally aided, and in
any event I will be asking for the usual legal aid taxation order so far as they are concerned.

HUTCHINSON J.:
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I suppose it might be said to be rather to the credit of the others that they did not step down and leave
it to the legally-aided applicants.

MR. GORDON:

That is another factor. They could have simply done that and it would have been in practice difficult.
Those are my submissions.

MR. MORGAN:

If I may deal first with the point that your Lordship raised about the incidents of costs in the event of
no order being made against the individual applicant, it would be my submission that the correct
analysis is that the Government gets half its costs.

If I may turn to the other question, whether in the action between Greenwich and Government, there
should be any order for costs, nothing that I say should be taken to detract from the courage and
integrity of the individual applicants. But the situation of the Borough is equally to be taken into
account. I adopt the second, third and fourth of the points which my learned friend made, which apply
equally to the Borough and its case.

What I say about the Borough's individual position is this. Although it is very tempting to think that
because local authorities have huge resources at their disposal, there is some bottomless pit. They
have huge demands placed upon those resources. The Borough of Greenwich in the current year is
imposing a cuts programme to the tune of £32 million, which has involved literally hundreds of
redundancies, closure of two old people's homes, closure of a number of libraries and other
consequences which I cannot spell out in detail. I simply invite you to bear those difficulties in mind
when you determine the question of costs, and to make an order in accordance with the general
principles my learned friend has put forward.

HUTCHINSON J.:

What do you suggest?

MR. MORGAN:

No order as to costs.

HUTCHINSON J.:

It is a very bold suggestion. It confronts me with a difficulty, which I am sure you are alive to. It would
be a most unusual order that there should be no order for costs in a case where there are two
applicants and the case has failed. *387

MR. MORGAN:

There are two limbs to the application. The first is, supposing you decide to make an order for costs,
then it may be reduce the amount of costs by reference to the success of . . .

HUTCHINSON J.:

Affecting both applicants equally?

MR. MORGAN:

Yes, my Lord, the jurisdiction took up the time of the court and all the parties to it, it is one on which
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the applicants were successful, and in accordance with private law principles, we are entitled to ask
you to use your discretion to make a disallowance.

HUTCHINSON J.:

I have got that point. Are you also saying that I really ought not to accede to the submission based on
treating differently the individual applicants from your clients?

MR. MORGAN:

No, my Lord, I would not want to undermine anything my learned friend has said. What I do say is that
the general principles which he laid before you as to the principles to be applied in determination of
costs in genuine public law disputes where there is a genuine public interest, as opposed to a private
interest, in the outcome. For that reason it would be perfectly proper to say it was a fair contest on a
difficult issue which ultimately we lost, but in order not to discourage the council, a reasonable
outcome is no order for costs. Those are my submissions.

MR. HOWELL:

My learned friend Mr. Gordon, in his submissions to your Lordship, put forward the suggestion at the
outset of his submissions that your Lordship should perform a balancing exercise. In my respectful
submission, that is not the correct approach for your Lordship to take. The correct approach for your
Lordship to take is that normally costs follow the event, unless there is some reason why they should
not. There is no authority to which my learned friend has been able to point to say why that rule does
not apply in judicial review or in matters which he would describe as questions involving public
interest. The Law Commission's recommendation may be a recommendation which in due course
may be taken on board through a proper forum. It does not at present represent, in my respectful
submission, the practice of the court. The Secretary of State has in the past recovered his costs
against applicants who may well regard themselves as public-spirited. So my learned friend's
approach is at least contrary to the normal approach.

Having said that, as his starting point my learned friend raised four matters. May I take the first two
together, which refer to the nature of the application and the nature of the proceedings. Effectively,
what my learned friend was seeking to impress upon your Lordship is the idea that public-spirited
citizens bringing an application on a matter which may be of public concern should not face the
burden of having to pay the costs if their application is unsuccessful.

What I say to that is this. The fact that some may view a decision as being of public concern or public
importance, even if they have no individual interest in it, should not make them immune from costs
which normally follow the event, if the litigation they are concerned with fails. It has to be borne in
mind that if the Secretary of State does not obtain an order for costs, his costs will have to be met by
the public taxpayer, including those *388 taxpayers who may not share the concern which the
applicants in this case had. In my respectful submission, the mere fact that the applicants may
consider themselves to be public-spirited and although they are individual applicants have no
proprietary interest, is no reason why they should cause the costs occasioned by the litigation which
eventually proved to be unfounded on other taxpayers.

Before I turn to the jurisdiction point, the other point which my learned friend describes as the legal
merits point, appeared, with due respect to him, to be a submission that he ought to have the
consolation of award in costs for the decision which he did not obtain on merits, as he suspects it was
a close run thing. In my submission that is no basis for not awarding costs.

The other matter on the question of jurisdiction, I accept of course the Secretary of State's
submissions did not bear fruit in your Lordship's judgment. The Secretary of State failed on the
jurisdiction issue. But that does not mean that the normal rule should not necessarily be followed. It
often happens that there are discreet issues.

HUTCHINSON J.:
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This is familiar ground. It is an area of discretion, is it not? Judges are often discouraged from making
partial orders to affect different issues. On the other hand there are abundant cases where such
orders have been made, particularly where one can separate and clearly define an issue on which a
successful party has failed which has taken up a substantial part of the hearing.

MR. HOWELL:

I accept it is a question of discretion. I do not say there is a hard and fast rule about it. What I would
say is this. If your Lordship is minded to take the view that that ought to be reflected in the order for
costs, it ought to be reflected not in no order for costs, but a proportion of amount. I certainly did not
have a stop watch out during the course of the hearing. If one were to go by your Lordship's
judgment, roughly a third of your Lordship's judgment is given to jurisdiction.

HUTCHINSON J.:

My impression is we took at least half a day on the jurisdiction issue.

MR. HOWELL:

Those sitting behind would not say that was unfair. What I would ask your Lordship to bear in mind is,
there were two applications. Both were being run on exactly the same grounds, if I may respectfully
say so, and there really was no reason why they should have been separately represented. I make no
complaint about that, but it of course has the effect that more time has been spent as a result of that,
which I will ask your Lordship to bear in mind when considering the protection of costs. As I say, your
Lordship will of course form your own judgment on the apportionment of costs on the question of
jurisdiction. I only wish to say, your Lordship does not treat this case in any different way from a
normal case. On the question of the legally-aided applicants, I would not seek anything other than the
normal costs order, not to be enforced without the leave of the court.

HUTCHINSON J.:

You do not want to inquire into their contribution?

MR. HOWELL:

The normal order is not to be enforced without leave of the court. As I say, there is simply no basis for
making no order for costs. *389

HUTCHINSON J.:

The conclusion I have come to in the light of those helpful arguments is that first of all, much as I
would like to be persuaded otherwise, no grounds exist for my making no order as to costs in this
case. I feel that would be a wrong exercise of my discretion. Nor do I feel there really exists any good
ground for differentiating between the two applicants merely because of the different nature of the
individual applicants from the council. I do, however, consider, in the light of all the matters that have
been argued before me, and in particular the issue of jurisdiction on which the applicants were
successful, that some significant reflection of that ought to appear in the order for costs, and I
propose to order that the Secretaries of State recover half their costs against both sets of applicants.
So far as the legally-aided applicants are concerned, there will be an order that the order for costs
against them be not enforced without leave of the court or the Court of Appeal.

MR. GORDON:

Would your Lordship grant legal aid taxation.
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HUTCHINSON J.:

Yes.

Representation

Solicitors— The solicitor to the London Borough of Greenwich ; Messrs. Bindman and Partners for
Yates and Others; the Treasury Solicitor for the respondent.

© 2014 Sweet & Maxwell
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SQUIREC
PATTON BOGGS

15 July 2014

by post and email (john.hill@stockport.gov.uk)

FAO: John Hill
Property, Planning and Highways
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
Legal & Democratic Governance
Corporate and Support Services
Stopford House
Piccadilly
Stockport
SK1 3XE

Dear Sirs

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

Trinity Court

16 John Dalton Street

Manchester

M60 8HS

United Kingdom

DX 14347 Manchester 1

0 +44 161 8305000

F +44 161 8305001

squirepattonboggs.com

Matthew Collings

T +44 161 8305251

DF +448704582422

matthew.collings@squirepb.com

Our ref MC16/HOL.457-1

The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport (Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport A555

Classified Road) (Side Roads) Compulsory Purchase Order 2013 ("the Order")
Our client: Mr P R Holmes, Moorend Farm, 177 Woodford Road, Bramhall, SK7 1QE
Plot Nos: 5/7, 5/7A, 5/7B, 5/7C, 5/7D, 5/7E, 5/7F, 5/7G, 5/7H, 5/71, 5/7J, 5/7K, 5/7L and
5/7M

As you will be aware we act for Mr and Mrs Holmes, whose address is at Moorend Farm,

181 Woodford Road, Bramhall, SK7 1QE.

We refer to our previously submitted letter of objection to the Order, dated 23 May 2014, and

also to the email correspondence, received from your John Hill, dated 19 June 2014 in which

it is stated that "a response is being formulated /to our letter of objection] and should be with

[you] for despatch as soon as possible".

To date no substantive response has been received.

We have received correspondence from the Department for Transport which confirms that a

Public Inquiry into the objections received against the Order is due to commence on 30

September 2014. Accordingly, Statements of Evidence are required to be submitted on, or

before, 9 September 2014.

Our letter of objection of 23 May 2014 identifies inconsistencies in the Statement of Reasons;

Statement of Case; and, Order Schedule as to the amount of Open Space that is to be

acquired under the Order and also the amount of Replacement Land that is to be provided.

44 Offices in 21 Countries

Squire Patton Boggs is the trade name of Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP, a Limited Liability Partnership registered in England and Wales with 
number

OC 335584 authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. A list of the members and their professional qualifications is open to

inspection at 7 Devonshire Square, London, EC2M 4YH. The status "partner denotes either a member or an employee or consultant who has

equivalent standing and qualifications.

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP is part of the international legal practice Squire Patton Boggs, which operates worldwide through a number of 
separate

legal entities.

Please visit squirepattonboggs.com for more information.
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SQUIREC)
PATTON BOGGS

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

FAO: John Hill
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council

14 July 2014

As we have previously stated, it is absolutely incumbent on the Acquiring Authority, in

circumstances such as in this instance, that they provide a compelling and precise case that

justifies the amount of land that is proposed to be acquired.

To date, no such justification whatsoever has been provided by the Acquiring Authority nor

has it clarified the inconsistencies that appear within the Order documents. It is noted that

our clients' agent, Messrs Roger Hannah & Co, has also written to you, under cover of their

letter dated 9 April 2014, raising a number of queries in respect of the Open Space and

Exchange Land that is to be acquired. Again, despite assurances being given that a detailed

response would be provided by the Acquiring Authority, no substantive response has been

provided. It follows that the Acquiring Authority is either unwilling or unable to provide a

response to the matters that have been put to it.

In order that we can properly prepare for the forthcoming Inquiry, it is essential that our

clients, and indeed the Secretary of State, have absolute clarity as to the precise amount of

their land that is proposed to be acquired under the Order and the reasons for it.

We will shortly be commencing the preparation of our evidence and, in light of this, we

should be grateful if the Acquiring Authority would:

1 Confirm the precise extent of the amount of Open Space and Exchange Land that is

proposed to be acquired under the Order (illustrated by reference to a plan); and

2 Set out, in clear and precise terms, the Acquiring Authority's case for seeking to

acquire such a significantly larger area of Exchange Land than the amount of Open

Space that is proposed to be lost.

Given that the Order was made by the Acquiring Authority on 6 December 2013 and, in light

of the date for the submission of Statements of Evidence, we do not consider it

unreasonable to request that a response be provided within 14 days of the date of this letter.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully

a&A #

Squire Patton Boggs (U LLP

CC: The National Transport Case Work Team
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SQUIRE ,)
PATTON BOGGS

20 August 2014

by post and email (john.hill@stockport.gov.uk)

FAO: John Hill
Property, Planning and Highways
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
Legal & Democratic Governance
Corporate and Support Services
Stopford House
Piccadilly
Stockport
SK1 3XE

Dear Sirs

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

Trinity Court

16 John Dalton Street

Manchester

M60 8HS

United Kingdom

DX 14347 Manchester 1

O +44 161 8305000

F +44 161 8305001

squirepattonboggs.com

Matthew Collings

T +44 161 8305251

DF +448704582422

matthew.collings@squirepb.com

Our ref MC16/HOL.457-1

The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport (Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport A555
Classified Road) (Side Roads) Compulsory Purchase Order 2013 ("the Order")
Our client: Mr & Mrs Holmes, Moorend Farm, 177 Woodford Road, Bramhall, SK7 1QE
Plot Nos: 5/7, 5/7A, 5/7B, 5/7C, 5/7D, 5/7E, 5/7F, 5/7G, 5/7H, 5/71, 5/7J, 5/7K, 5/7L and
5/7M

We acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 4 August 2014 which sets out your Council's
response to our letter to the National Planning Casework Unit of 23 May.

Your letter raises a number of matters that will be addressed in our evidence that is due to
be submitted to the inquiry in due course so we do not consider it appropriate to set out a
detailed response to all of the points you have in raised in correspondence. However, your
letter does contain statements that are factually incorrect and also a number of legal matters
that we feel do need to be addressed at this stage.

In 'Response 1' of your letter you comment that "it is considered that the acquisition of the
exchange land comprising plots 5/7A and 5/7D, does not in isolation have a material impact
on the ability of your client to operate and manage the golf course." We assume that this
comment is informed by the statement at the end of 'Response 2' to your letter that reads: "It
should be noted that the area of land proposed for exchange is not land which is currently
used for the operation of the golf course".

Putting aside the relevance of these two statements when considered against the statutory
test set out in s.19 Acquisition of Land Act 1981 ("the 1981 Act") and also the need for there
to be a 'compelling case in the public interest' for the compulsory acquisition of our client's
interests in plots 5/7A and 5/7D, the above statements are manifestly incorrect.

44 Offices in 21 Countries
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SQUIRE:
PATTON BOGGS

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

FAO: John Hill
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
20 August 2014

The land that is proposed to be acquired to provide the Exchange Land forms an integral
part of the golf course. Plots 5/7A and 5/7D provide areas of "rough" which are clearly a key
component of any golf course. The necessity for an area of "rough" to be provided in this
location is increased in this particular instance as it provides an area of separation between
the fairway and the residential properties that adjoin the golf course at this location.

On this basis, even in the absence of the proposed acquisition of the land required for the
"road, its embankments and the drainage ponds" the loss of plots 5/7A and 5/7D in isolation
would clearly have material and detrimental impact on the operation of the golf course which
would require the layout of the course to be altered.

Turning to the statutory test that needs to be applied.

As you will be aware, where an application for a certificate is made pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of
the 1981 Act, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, in deciding
whether to issue such a certificate, must be satisfied (inter alia) that:-

"there has been given or will be given in exchange for such land,
other land, not being less in area and being equally advantageous to
the persons, if any, entitled to rights of common or other rights, and to
the public..."

Thus, there are two limbs to the test that the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government must turn his mind to where a certificate is sought pursuant to s.19(1)(a) of the
1981 Act:- (i) that the exchange land must be no less in area than the open space being lost;
and, (ii) must be equally advantageous to any persons entitled to rights of common or to
other rights, and to the public.

Further, in order for the Inspector, and ultimately the Secretary of State, to confirm the
compulsory acquisition of plots 5/7A and 5/7D the Acquiring Authority will need to
demonstrate (inter alia) that there is a compelling case in the public interest and that the
purpose of the acquisition should sufficiently justify interfering with the human rights of those
affected.

With respect, your letter provides no meaningful justification whatsoever as to why such a
significantly large area of Exchange Land is required to replace the lost open space by
reference to the statutory test or the relevant Circular Guidance.

Instead, reference is made in your letter to the fact that the area of Exchange Land to be
provided has been informed (primarily it seems) by "the existing and proposed physical
boundaries created by the residential estate, the private land to the east and the proposed
A6MARR."

Similarly, your letter states that "vehicular access that would enable the land owner to retain
the land is limited and therefore the area of exchange land has been identified taking
consideration of access and the factors relating to how this area of land is bounded".

2
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SQUIRE .)
PATTON BOGGS

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

FAO: John Hill
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
20 August 2014

We cannot possibly see how matters such as the convenience of the proposed boundaries
or the (suggested) poor accessibility of the proposed Exchange Land can in anyway be
relevant considerations when seeking to satisfy the s.19(1)a and Circular tests.

The only justification provided in your letter as to why such a large area of Exchange Land is
to be provided is to be found in your 'Response 2'. It is stated that, "the area of land being
acquired has to be of a sufficient size to be of recreational use to the public and requires
landscaping and ecological features to enhance in order to make it equally advantageous to
users". Reference is also made to the fact that "the area of open space to be lost was part of
a larger area and it is believed that the proposed larger area of open space provides greater
benefit in amenity to the neighbouring estate allowing a variety of usages consistent with the
original space".

As you will be aware, the Woodford Recreation Ground is an area of playing fields with
cricket and other sports pitches and a pavilion, none of which will be affected by the loss of
the open space land to be taken as part of the road scheme. Further, the open space land
that is to be lost is mostly covered in trees and hedges, rather than footpaths and mostly
consists of amenity planting alongside an area where the general public has a right to walk
rather than any active open space.

On this basis, we cannot see how the need to provide "ecological' features can in any way
form part of the justification for determining the size of the area of Exchange Land to be
provided. The area of open space land that is to be lost provides no special 'ecological'
advantages or enjoyment to those members of the public who have access to it. Further,
given the limited amenity value of the open space land that is to be lost we fail to see how
the advantages enjoyed by the public cannot be re-provided on area of Exchange Land of a
significantly smaller size than that which is currently proposed.

Finally, we note that land to the west of the Woodford Recreation Ground was considered as
an alternative location for the Exchange Land. However, it appears that this area was
discounted owing to the fact that it is "currently in use". As mentioned above, plots 5/7A and
5/7D form an integral part of the golf course and thus this land is also "currently in use".
Notwithstanding this error of fact, again we cannot see how this consideration can in any
way be of any relevance when it comes to satisfying the tests set out in s.19(1)a of the 1981
Act.

In summary, in considering the location and size of the area of Exchange Land that is to be
provided it is plain to us that the Acquiring Authority has taken into account a great many
things that it ought not to have properly taken into account in seeking to satisfy the statutory
tests set out in s.19(1)a of the 1981 Act. Further, the Acquiring Authority has failed to give
any meaningful justification as to the reasons why such a large area of Exchange Land is
required to replace the lost open space.

Accordingly, in our view, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
cannot possibly come to a properly informed view as to whether a certificate under s.19(1)a
of the 1981 Act ought to be granted. Further, the Secretary of State for Transport cannot
possibly come to a balanced or properly informed view that there is a compelling case in the
public interest for the compulsory acquisition of our client's interests in plots 5/7A and 5/7D.
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SQUIRE::
PATTON BOGGS

Yours faithfully

C//, /_ e

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

CC: The National Transport Case Work Team

Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP

FAO: John Hill
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
20 August 2014
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Appendix 6: Letter from John Hill 
(Stockport Council) 

  



STOCKPORT
METROPOLITAN BOROUGH COUNCIL

Please ask for: John Hill
E-mail: john.hill@stockport.gov.uk

Messrs Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP
DX 14347 Manchester 1

Your Ref : MC16/HOL.457-1 (Matthew Collings)
My Ref: 68C-16503

Document Exchange

Dear Sirs,

Corporate and Support Services
Stockport Legal Services
2nd Floor, Stopford House
Stockport SK1 3XE
Fax: 0161 477 9530

Telephone: 0161 474 3225
DX 22605 Stockport 2

4th August 2014

Re: The Metropolitan Borough of Stockport (Hazel Grove (A6) to Manchester Airport A555
Classified Road) Compulsory Purchase Order 2013
Your client : Mr P R Holmes, Moorend Farm, No 177 Woodford Road, Bramhall, Stockport SK7
1QE Plot No's 5/7, 5/7A, 57B, 5/7C, 5/7D, 5/7E, 5/7F, 5/7H, 5/71, 5/7J, 5/7K, 5/7L and 5/7M

As promised in my e-mail to you of the 31st July 2014 (timed at 12.08), there is set out below the text

which accompanied that e-mail in response to your letter to the National Planning Case Work Unit dated

23 May 2014, relative to the objection by your clients to the A6 relief road compulsory purchase and

side roads orders. As mentioned in my e-mail, the response also strays into the grounds of justification as

to why the Council has included in the compulsory purchase order land which is needed to replace public

open space being lost to the relief road and which is subject of a separate application to the Ministry for a

S.19 Certificate.

The Council's response in relation to the objections raised is as follows —

1. "Our clients own Moorend Golf Club and the provision of exchange land comprising plots 5/7A
and 5/7D will have a significant impact on our client's ability to properly operate and manage the
golf course."

Response: It is acknowledged that the impacts of the A6MARR scheme, as a whole, are significant and
may well result in the closure of Moorend Golf Course (but not the driving range). However, it is
considered that the acquisition of the exchange land comprising plots 5/7A and 5/7D, does not in
isolation have a material impact on the ability for your client to operate and manage the golf course. It is
rather the land required for the road, its embankments and the drainage ponds that will have material
impact on the operation of the golf course.

Parveen Akhtar
Head of Legal and
Democratic Governance

S. C. Houston, BA (Hons), C.P.F.A.
Corporate Director,
Corporate and Support Services



2. "It is noted that the Acquiring Authority's recently published Statement of Case states, at
paragrapgh 30.1, that the areas of Open Space and Exchange Land amount to 7,442 square
metres and 16,722 square metres, respectively. Notwithstanding the obvious inconsistency with
regard to the size of the areas of Open Space and Exchange Land referred to in the Order
Schedule; Statement of Reasons; and, Statement of Case (for which no explanation is offered), it is
evident that no attempt whatsoever has been made by the Acquiring Authority within the Statement
of Reasons, or elsewhere, to explain or justify why such a large area of exchange land is required
to replace the lost open space."

Response: The project team has considered the amount of lost open space. The exchange land is required
to replace at least that area of land. The existing and proposed physical boundaries created by the
residential estate, the private land to the east and the proposed A6MARR has informed the decision to
take the area of land that is bounded by that described. This area of land equates to 16,722 square metres
of exchange land. The exchange land is accessed via existing Rights of Ways and from the A6MARR
shared use cycleway/footway. Vehicular access that would enable the land owner to retain the land is
limited and therefore the area of exchange land has been identified taking consideration of access and the
factors relating to how this area of land is bounded. It is acknowledged that this results in the area of
exchange land being greater than the area of lost open space In addition, the area of land being acquired
has to be of a sufficient size to be of recreational use to the public and requires landscaping and
ecological features to enhance in order to make it equally advantageous to users. . The area of open space
lost was part of a larger area and it is believed that that the proposed larger area of replacement open
space provides greater benefit in amenity to the neighbouring estate allowing a variety of usages
consistent with the original space. It should also be noted that the area of land proposed for exchange is
not land which is currently used for the operation of the golf course.

3. "On this basis, in circumstances where the size of the area of exchange land exceeds the size of
the area of open space that is taken by such a considerable amount very clear justification must be
given by the Acquiring Authority as to the reasons why such a significantly larger area of
exchange land is being acquired. In this instance, no such justification has been provided in
support of the Application. Further, there appears to have been no assessment undertaken by the
Acquiring Authority as to whether any alternative areas of land could be provided by way of
exchange land that would avoid the need to compulsorily acquire or client's interests in Plots 5/7A
and 5/7D. It should be noted that our clients, acting through Messrs Roger Hannah & Co, have
previously written to the Acquiring Authority in respect of both of these concerns though the
Acquiring Authority appears either unable or unwilling to provide a substantive response."

Response: The location of the exchange land was determined following evaluation of land adjacent to the
existing Woodford Recreation Ground. The plot chosen is close proximity to and can be accessed from
the existing Woodford Recreation Ground without crossing the existing A555. Land to the west of the
ground is currently in use whereas it is envisaged that the impact on the retained Moorend Golf Course
operation will be negligible as the land is severed from the remainder the retained lands by the road
scheme.

4. "In light of the above, neither we, nor the Secretary of State for Transport, are able to form a
balanced or properly informed view as to whether there is a compelling case in the public interest
for the compulsory acquisition of our client's interests in Plots 5/7A and 5/7D of the Order Land.
Accordingly. the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government cannot possibly come 

Parveen Akhtar
Head of Legal and
Democratic Governance

S. C. Houston, BA (Hons), C.P.F.A.
Corporate Director,
Corporate and Support Services



to a properly informed view as to whether the certificate sought pursuant to the Application
should be granted. Accordingly, we would respectively request that the Secretary for Communities
and Local Government does not grant a certificate in accordance with the provisions of s.19(1)(a)
of the 1981 Act."

Response: See above responses. The Council considers that there is a compelling case for Plots 5/7A and
5/7D to be included within the scheme and the Compulsory Purchase Order.

I would add that representatives of the Council's project team continue to be willing to meet with you to
discuss the grounds of objection and to examine the extent to which the project team on behalf of the
promoting Authorities can give assurances and undertakings that will lead to the withdrawal of the
objection. Please contact me should you wish to take up this offer of a meeting.

Yours sincerely,

for Head of Legal and Democratic Governance

Parveen Akhtar
Head of Legal and
Democratic Governance

S. C. Houston, BA (Hons), C.P.F.A.
Corporate Director,
Corporate and Support Services



 

Appendix 7: Internal email              
(Stockport Council) 

  



From: Church, Henry @ London HH [mailto:Henry.Church@cbre.com]  

Sent: 02 September 2014 14:36 
To: Simon Cook 

Cc: Alex Isles; 'SEMMMS admin' 
Subject: FW: A6 MARR - Moorend Golf Course 

 
Simon 
  
Further to my email of a few moments ago the email below should further clarify matters.  Note that 
the reference to badgers is not relevant to this site 
  
Regards 
  
H 
  
From: Jamie.Bardot@morgansindall.com [mailto:Jamie.Bardot@morgansindall.com]  
Sent: 01 September 2014 13:55 

To: Church, Henry @ London HH 

Cc: Franklin, James @ London HH; graham.martin@stockport.gov.uk; naz.huda@stockport.gov.uk 
Subject: RE: A6 MARR - Moorend Golf Course 
  
Henry 
  
Drawing is being produced for the badger issue.  The following is required for Moorend Newts. 
  

         Access to land surrounding Pond 149 from March 2015 to install a couple of 

hibernacula.  The location of the hibernacula and log piles can be agreed on site (micro-

sited) so as not to cause any inconvenience to the landowners.  These features will  take the 

form of installing log piles (a pile of logs – an hour to make) or constructing some 

hibernacula (a small scrape, filled in with logs then covered with soil) which would typically 

measure 2x2x1 m.  This will be a day’s work and involve a Land Rover, trailer and 

minidigger.   

         Access to Pond 149 to translocate any newts we find in ponds in the footprint of the 

scheme. 

         Agree to a management agreement would broadly take the form of not asking the 

landowners to do anything different than they are currently doing around these ponds – 

avoiding damage to the hibernacula / logs piles or in-filling the pond.  

         My proof points to this as a management agreement: 
73.     As a minimum for the GCN licence the following will be required from each landowner involved. 

a.       Confirmation that relevant landowner consent/s has/have been granted to accept 

GCNs onto land outside the applicant's ownership. 

The landowner who will be receiving the newts will need to sign an agreement 
stating that they will allow CMS to enter their land and allow newts to be collected 
from the working area and moved onto their land/into their ponds.  



b.      Confirmation that landownership consent/s has/have been granted to allow the 

creation of the proposed habitat compensation (aquatic or terrestrial) on land 

outside the applicant's ownership. 

The hibernacula created would need to be checked yearly and maintained as 
required.  It needs to be agreed if this would be done by the landowner or by the 
Local Authority. 
Other management/monitoring requirements may include: 

         Limiting the use of chemicals 

         Checking for and removing fish from ponds 

         Managing the ponds to prevent them from becoming overgrown and silted up 

         Areas of grassland to be left uncut to provide dense tussocky grassland near 

hedgerows to provide habitat links to ponds 

  

c.       Confirmation that consent/s has/have been granted by the relevant landowner/s for 

monitoring and maintenance purposes, on land outside the applicant's 

ownership.           

During the licensable operations Natural England may carry out a site visit, the 
landowners will need to agree to allow Natural England representatives onto their 
land.   
A monitoring plan will be put in place to assess whether the GCN population has 
responded favourably to the mitigation, and to inform ongoing habitat 
management.    

The monitoring for the pond will take the form of: 
6 years of monitoring – 6 visits every year 
  
  

  
Jamie Bardot BSc, LLM, CEnv, MIEMA 
Principal Environmental Advisor  
Infrastructure 
M 07837 034717      jamie.bardot@morgansindall.com 

  

Morgan Sindall plc 
7th Floor   Anchorage 2    
Salford Quays   Manchester   M50 3YW 
T 0161 873 2500   F  
morgansindall.com 

  
Please consider the environment before printing this email 
  
From: Church, Henry @ London HH [mailto:Henry.Church@cbre.com]  

Sent: 27 August 2014 21:18 
To: Bardot, Jamie (MS) 

Cc: Franklin, James @ London HH; graham.martin@stockport.gov.uk; naz.huda@stockport.gov.uk 

Subject: RE: A6 MARR - Moorend Golf Course 
  
Jamie 
  
2 issues 
  
Quiligotti badger sett 



I will raise this with them – do you have drawings? 
  
Moorend newts 
I have mentioned it – just need to be absolutely clear as to what is required and when 
  
Regards 
  
H 
  
From: Jamie.Bardot@morgansindall.com [mailto:Jamie.Bardot@morgansindall.com]  

Sent: 26 August 2014 08:44 
To: naz.huda@stockport.gov.uk 

Cc: Franklin, James @ London HH; graham.martin@stockport.gov.uk; Church, Henry @ London HH 
Subject: RE: A6 MARR - Moorend Golf Course 
  
All 
  
As far as I’m concerned the POS would still be required as it served a dual purpose of both POS and 
GCN habitat including a couple of ponds.  We are already down on areas of GCN habitat required to 
off-set the amount lost due to the scheme. 
  
The location to build a new badger sett is in the South East corner of the yellow triangle.  The sett 
will be a hole, with a couple of man hole rings and some pipe entrances into this.  Diameter of say 
5m. 
  

 
  
Wrt avoiding the transferring the newts to the golf course I was looking at the option of transferring 
some newts into Pond 153 (the one on Quiligottis land), but after seeing it on Saturday its pretty naff 
and will need more enhancement works than the one on the golf course.  Therefore please scrap 
pursing pond 153 and continue for pond 149 on Holmes’ land. 
  
Jamie Bardot BSc, LLM, CEnv, MIEMA 
Principal Environmental Advisor  
Infrastructure 
M 07837 034717      jamie.bardot@morgansindall.com 

  

Morgan Sindall plc 
7th Floor   Anchorage 2    
Salford Quays   Manchester   M50 3YW 
T 0161 873 2500   F  
morgansindall.com 



  
Please consider the environment before printing this email 
  
From: Naz Huda [mailto:naz.huda@stockport.gov.uk]  

Sent: 26 August 2014 07:45 
To: Bardot, Jamie (MS) 

Cc: Franklin, James @ London HH; Graham Martin; Church, Henry @ London HH 

Subject: RE: A6 MARR - Moorend Golf Course 
  
Jamie  
  
Please could you advise on Henry’s queries below and further to my comments.  
  
Henry  
  
Regarding item 1 my understanding is that we could reduce the area of POS purely for open space 
purposes although this wouldn’t provide such an advantageous site for the general public, in terms 
of usability due to the shape of the parcel. If we were to reduce size of the exchange land and say 
not require to take the land to the east and leave it for Holmes to use, then a track could be installed 
on the northern perimeter to retain access to the residual land. No access would be created off the 
dual carriageway. Because a lot of the residents are not enamoured with the prospect of the POS we 
would ideally consult on which side of the parcel would be retained as POS and which side would be 
retained by Holmes. As the existing fields are to the west of Woodford Road I think the land 
exchange land should be close to it therefore I would propose the exchange land for the western 
half of the parcels and omit the eastern ‘half’ for Holmes to retain. Also depends on Holmes’ 
preference on where he would wish to retain land. Apologies a bit wordy, let me know if you have 
queries.  
  
HOWEVER, since the planning application CMS have advised that ALL of the land will be required for 
the environmental mitigation purposes including GCN ponds. Jamie please could you advise further.  
  
Thanks 
  
Naz  
  
  
From: Church, Henry @ London HH [mailto:Henry.Church@cbre.com]  

Sent: 22 August 2014 18:39 
To: Naz Huda 

Cc: Franklin, James @ London HH; Graham Martin; SEMMMS admin 

Subject: A6 MARR - Moorend Golf Course 
  
Naz 
  
A deal is in the offing and what I need to understand is 

1.       The extent to which it is practical to reduce the area of Public Open Space land and 
whether we can provide meaningful access to that retained land? 

2.       Whether we need to relocate a badger sett and, if so, what form that will take 
3.       Confirmation that we don’t need to move GCN on to the golf course 

  
Regards 
  



Henry Church | Senior Director 
Compulsory Purchase  
CBRE Ltd 
Henrietta House | Henrietta Place | London | W1G 0NB 
DDI 020 7182 2194 | F 020 7182 2001 | M 07852 205114 
henry.church@cbre.com | http://www.cbre.com 
Be environmentally aware - please do not print this e-mail unless you really need to 
 



 

Appendix 8: Aerial photograph (TBC) 
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Appendix 9: Landscape Plan (Turley) 
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